“Every manufactured item sends out signals to the mind or emotions. These signals — strong or weak, wanted or unwanted, clear or hidden — _create feelings._”

Dieter Rams
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Preface

Before going to Design School, I graduated in Social Communications with emphasis in Advertising. I learned semiotics, linguistics, philosophy, communication theory in general—all of them with an approach connected to advertising and marketing. It was normal for me to see communication as a way to persuade, to convince. It felt natural.

Arriving in Design School, coming from advertising, I felt as if I was the “girl who sells margarine”. The impression I had was that designers thought advertising was about lies, manipulation, and deceit; while design was about neutrality, function, pure information. Advertising was the ugly villain, design was the handsome hero.

The years passed, and I learn more and more about this handsome hero, but always with the eyes of those who had seen the villain up close, and had a crush on him. Eventually, my love for both made me realize they are not complete strangers, but, in fact, cousins.

Near the end of my college course, I came across Robin Kinross’ text *The Rhetoric of Neutrality* and it made me so glad to read that the distinction between design for information and design for persuasion “cannot be a clear one.” This essay inspired me to read more about the subject and, eventually, inspired this work.

Here’s hoping the ugly villain and the handsome hero can keep on learning more and more from each other.

Abstract

Starting with the premise that there is no pure information in human communication and, therefore, no neutrality in graphic design, this work explores the possibilities of visual rhetoric in this field. The emphasis is placed on some areas, such as news and information design, where the presence of rhetoric is less clear than in areas such as advertising and poster design. Layouts are used to demonstrate how design decisions can influence the transmission of messages. The aim of this work is to point out to graphic designers the importance of including the shaping of meaning in their creative process, and to provide initial tools for it.
(...) informative assertions are interlarded with rhetoric to a greater or lesser degree. If they were not, communication would die of sheer inanition. “Pure” information exists for the designer only in arid abstraction. As soon as he begins to give it concrete shape, the process of rhetorical infiltration begins. It would seems that many designers—blinded by their effort to impart objective information (whatever that may mean)—simply will not face this fact.1

Guil Bonsiepe

“(…) the designer, instead of simply making an object or thing, is actually creating a persuasive argument that comes to life whenever a user considers or uses a product as a means to some end.”

Richard Buchanan

But what is the role of the graphic designer in this communication scheme? The content is produced by someone else and it is received by the viewers. The graphic design creation process includes the selection and arrangement of signs in a way which will produce meaning and optimize the communication. The graphic designer stands, then, as a mediator — someone who acts as a “translator”, an “organizer”, of content. Abraham Moles refers to the role of the graphic designer as a sign engineer who “designates the symbolic aspects of the environment to prepare us for real actions.”

It is the responsibility of the ‘transformer’ to understand the data, to get all necessary information from the expert, to decide what is worth transmitting to the public, how to make it understandable, how to link it with general knowledge or with information already given in other charts. In this sense, the transformer is the trustee of the public.

Marie Neurath

Since this mediation affects the perception of the message, how do the designer’s personal attitudes, values or design philosophy affect the world we live in? And, since there is an influence from the designer’s values, what to do when there is a conflict with the values of the client/publisher/author?

“Graphic design has no ideology of its own, but it has results. It acts as a social amplifier of the messages, attempting to tell well what someone has to say.”

Abraham Moles

1 (Bonsiepe 1966). p.170
2 (Buchanan 1989). p. 96
3 (Moles 1989). p. 120
4 (Jansen 1996). p.150
5 (Moles 1989). p. 122
To design is to select. By drawing attention to one element, the designer is depreciating another element. In that sense, when a communicator chooses what to include in a layout, he is also choosing what to omit. To place emphasis is to determine what viewers will look at first; is to determine what is more important.

“One of the most significant design principles is to omit the unimportant in order to emphasize the important.”

Dieter Rams

**THESIS HYPOTESIS**

The main hypothesis of this work is that nothing is neutral in graphic design and every decision designers take during the process of creation influences the perception and reaction to the content. Even when a piece looks neutral, there is the intention of looking neutral behind it. Some intention will always come across to the viewer. If graphic designers do not take intentions into consideration during their creative process, they don’t have the necessary control over it.

**RELEVANCE**

Designers must be aware that there are always intentions behind the construction of meaning and understand the importance of including rhetorical decisions in their design process.

**AIM**

The goal of this work is to present more questions than answers. Instead of setting rules for the design process, its aim is to provoke reflection about the topic.

**OUTCOME**

The result of this study is a book including theoretical formulations and layouts which demonstrate these declarations.

**RHETORIC**

—The ends justify the means

“For rhetoric, language is never simply a form of expression: it is a functional tool that is manipulated to achieve desired ends. A common prejudice and misunderstanding associates rhetoric with the bombastic and hollow, with fraud and seduction, with deceit and sheer ornamentation. The long history of this art, in contrast to popular assumptions, tells us that rhetoric has been concerned with imagination, with form-giving, and with the appropriate use of language to facilitate human affairs.”

Hanno Ehses, Ellen Lupton

Since its birth, rhetoric lacks a clear definition. The interpretation of rhetoric changes from time to time, from situation to situation. Mostly connected to persuasion, rhetoric can be defined as guidelines to construct appropriate messages. It can be also be seen as a mean to provide the audience with the reasons for adopting a new attitude or taking a new course of action.

Persuasion is sometimes seen as a dirty world, connected to deceit, brainwashing, and fraud. But persuasion is not necessarily a dishonest tool, but rather an acceptable form of reasoning. Since communication aspires to achieve certain goals, to generate certain responses, it uses rhetoric. The choices graphic designers make while designing a piece—compositions, typefaces, images, styles, and so on—affect the way viewers understand it and are, therefore, rhetorical choices.

In that sense, every way of human communication is somehow filled with rhetoric. According to Kenneth Burke, all language is a species of action by which we seek to move the world and move in the world, all language is rhetorical. Since graphic design is a type of communication, it is also safe to state that all graphic products have a rhetorical function, since it aims to change people's behaviour in some way. What would be the meaning of a graphic piece that has no effect on anyone? Is it even possible?

1 (Rams 1989). p. 111
2 (Ehses and Lupton 1988). p. 3
HISTORY
—milestones

The study of rhetoric in the Western World began in ancient Greece, with the Sophists (500 BC). With the birth of the Greek democracy, there is no central power anymore and, in order to come to decisions, people need to discuss matters. It becomes essential, then, to convince others of one’s arguments. The Sophists were groups who travelled around Greece, teaching in public places in order to attract students and offer them an education. In time, they focused more on eloquent speech and rhetoric, claiming that there is no objective truth and that every argument can be disproved with a counter-argument. This brought them up against ‘modern’ thinkers such as Plato (ca. 427 BC–347 BC), who portrayed them as greedy instructors who used rhetorical cleverness and ambiguities of language in order to deceive and to gain power.

Plato’s student Aristotle (384 BC–322 BC) also denounced the fallacies (misconceptions resulting from incorrect reasoning in argumentation) of the sophists in his work Sophistici Elenchi. Later, he focused on rhetoric as a science in his work The Art of Rhetoric, where he defined types of rhetorical steps: logos, ethos and pathos. Logos focus on the message; it is the use of reasoning to construct an argument. Ethos focus on the speaker; using the character and credibility of the orator. Pathos appeals to the emotions of the listener. The Romans were also interested in rhetoric: Cicero (106-43 BC) wrote pieces such as De Inventione e De Oratore; and Quintilian (35-100 AD), Institutio oratoria.

During the middle ages, the Christian Church used rhetoric as an instrument of propaganda, spreading its faith. St. Augustine of Hippo (354-430), a rhetorician by profession, wrote De Doctrina Christiana, where he defends the use of rhetoric by Christian teachers: “Now, the art of rhetoric being available for the enforcing either of truth or falsehood, who will dare to say that truth in the person of its defenders, is to take its stand unarmed against falsehood?”

“Alice was beginning to get very tired of sitting by her sister on the bank, and of having nothing to do: once or twice she had peeped into the book her sister was reading, but it had no pictures or conversations in it, ‘and what is the use of a book,’ thought Alice ‘without pictures or conversation?’”


VISUAL RHETORIC
—an image is worth a thousand words

We see pages before we read them, so the reader’s first glance influences the processing of information as a whole. The arrangement of elements on the surface, the contrast or harmony among them, the general tone of the piece—all of those create an image that is perceived holistically and that predisposes the viewer to respond in one way or another to the message.

Written clues can also create a tone for the content, of course, but visual clues do it faster and more effectively. It is not by saying “I am trustworthy” that someone is seen as trustworthy, but behaving as a trustworthy person. The same goes for anything: one is seen as dynamic, amusing, traditional, or professional, by behaving dynamically, amusingly, traditionally or professionally. With that in mind, publications cannot simply state they are something, but rather look like that something. Through graphic design, a message can be seen as credible, interesting, modern, and so on. That is, graphic design can set the tone of the content, give it a character.

1 http://www9.georgetown.edu/faculty/jod/augustine/ddc4.html
Dada

The Dada movement, with its contempt for tradition, arranged image and words, mixing letterforms, ornaments and ready-images in order to shock. The use of new techniques—such as photomontage—and the bold use of collage formed a visual style that was set out to make fun of established values.

The use of new techniques was a rhetorical device to emphasize and celebrate mechanization. Instead of the traditional hand-drawn images, the Dadaists used photography. The typography escaped from the strict vertical-horizontal arrangement imposed by the rectangular units of the printing press by using angles and diagonals.
The tone of a graphical piece is like the voice of a person. When words are spoken, their meaning is affected by how they are spoken, so the same word can indicate different things depending on the voice. A whisper, a scream, an authoritative or friendly voice — there are numerous possibilities to express the same content with different meanings through intonation. When printed, the words lose this voice and, therefore, possibilities of inflection. The “voice” of printed text is graphic design.

While some visual effects — such as photographs — are obvious, others — such as the choice of typefaces — can be subtle and likely to be unnoticed by the viewer. Latent visual rhetoric is not seen as rhetoric, so it influences the viewer while flying under the radar. Documents such as manuals, sales letters, and research reports have typical visual elements which are repeated in every edition, giving them a character of consistency and reliability. In magazine articles, heads and subheads communicate the structure of the content and guide the viewer through it. Content pages in books call attention to themes and structures and their order.

It is essential to notice that the visual cues do not merely reflect the hierarchy existing in a text: they make a hierarchy, creating the structure through graphic design. Since viewers are used to seeing — and even expect — some of those elements, such as table of contents, headers and sub-headers, they are rarely regarded as concealed instructions of use, but simply as conventions.

Terms & language

Rhetoric — like grammar, syntax, predicate — is a term that refers to verbal language. Graphic design is not a language, since it is based on nonlinear structures and it lacks the defined set of rules that languages have. But design and language have enough similarities to allow the metaphorical exchange of terms. Both language and design are not only systems, but also ways for people to communicate. The structure of design makes it possible for arguments to be constructed, in a way comparable to the way languages work. Other fields, like music and art, also exchange terms with design and language. They all speak of rhythm and harmony, be there in a song, painting, on a page, or in a discourse.

The act of convincing might present itself as an alternative to the use of physical violence. One can make someone else do something through the use of force, which eliminates the use of rhetoric. If someone doesn’t have a choice, then it is meaningless to use arguments. Persuasion implies the freedom to choose.

Furthermore, to develop an argument is only possible in a communication situation, where it is directed to someone. Rhetoric exists only when there is a receiver to the message.

Mass communication, even when targeted to the broadest possible audience, is directed to an audience, with common characteristics. For instance, when a newspaper is published in 48 western countries, for people of all ages and incomes, it is still directed to a specific audience: people who are in one of these 48 countries and are able to read this language. Or a website, available worldwide, which is directed to people who own a computer and have access to internet. There is always a common aspect within an audience.

Since communication is always directed at a group, designers should make decisions regarding their layouts based on their evaluation of the potential viewers and the context in which those viewers will be inserted in.

CONTEXT & CONVENTIONS
— Understanding the viewer

One big difference between design and art is that art is self-expression, while design needs to be understood by an audience. The designer needs to understand how the information will be absorbed, what kind of experience it will produce in the viewers and which senses will be involved in the perception and cognition of the message. Therefore, the designer should master not only the codes of communication, but also the context in which this communication will take place and how it relates to the viewer. To know the context is to know the viewer.

“Community is constituted as much by the images we see and the visual conventions we share as it is by the words we speak and the discourse conventions we share.”

1 Fleckenstein, Hum and Calendrillo 2007, p.5
The signs do not have a meaning on their own, but only when backed by a larger system. That is, they must fit in a context where people understand possible meanings of that sign. This context is a kind of supercode, which constantly reformulate its repertory of signs relating them to the experience of people, and assigning them a practical meaning. To function as a language that addressees can understand, graphic design should incorporate codes that are shared by the designers who use them and the viewers who interpret it. This collection of associations between signs and meaning are known as conventions.

Our experiences shape the way we interpret signs. Based on new experiences, we can refine our interpretations the next time we meet those signs. These repeated events build our expectations when it comes to signs, and, the more the expectations of the audience about form and purpose are met, the clearer the communication is.

When we see a pictogram of a woman on a door, we know it is a female restroom, even if there is nothing written and no picture of an actual toilet seat or a sink. That happens because we learn that this symbol has this meaning. All symbols are conventions, because they represent an arbitrary relationship which needs to be learned.

When designers efficiently apply conventions that are incorporated in viewer’s minds, it is easier for viewers to understand the structure of a message. For example, websites present a variety of conventions that guide the reader through the content. Elements such as headings, icons, and blocks of color allow us to structure information with minimal cognitive stress. Tables of contents, page numbers and indexes in a book make it easy for the reader to find a specific topic. The header and the footer on a business letter quickly identify its addresser and addressee.

The conventions also offer hints about the rhetorical position of the designer, the tone of the piece, and what the designer considers important. Since conventions feel familiar to the reader, they bring trust simply by meeting the reader’s expectations. Elements such as watermarks and embossed paper on documents make the reader take them more seriously. The use of large bold typeface of parts of the message and the placement of an image with white space around it are examples of visual conventions that lead to emphasis.

“...This process of enculturation creates rhetorical efficiency as well as poses an interpretive problem because readers come to regard conventional forms as natural, direct representations of fact unmediated by the artificial lens of design.”

Conventions are present in all forms of design. Using a company logo on the header of a business letter or the page numbers on the external margins of a book are examples of conventions in print design. Screen design has icons, pull-down menus, search fields. Typography keeps bold letters for emphasis and left justification for western readers. Data displays have pie charts for percentage comparison and line graphs for change over time. Architects design doors that open towards the outside in public buildings and place swimming pools in backyards for privacy. Product designers still design cameras in horizontal rectangular format, even though they are digital now, so they do not need to follow the format of the film.

The presence of conventions in a community is propelled by a cycle: by repeatedly applying these conventions, the designers build users’ expectations; to meet those expectations, designers keep on using the conventions. And so on, and so on.

But conventions are not immutable. Like society itself, conventions are continually in flux. Since conventions are based on the communities they are inserted in, they change accordingly to factors such as technology and cultural values. The conventions reflect the view of the times.

A drawing from the Renaissance, for instance, will show cultural aspects of that era. Steel and glass buildings and geometric compositions with sans serif text in black, white and red bring up Modernism.

“Images take meaning from stylistics and iconic conventions, from other images, and from words, as well as from natural objects. To interpret is to recognize that signs are not absolute, neutral, and fixed, but are, rather, in historical flux.”

Ellen Lupton

1 (Fleckenstein, Hum and Calendrillo 2007)p.225
“Design is choice. The theory of the visual display of quantitative information consists of principles that generate design options and that guide choices among options.”

Edward Tufte

Information design is a field frequently seen as neutral, mostly because it is discernibly focused on objectivity, in opposition to advertisement or poster design—which are blatantly persuasive and subjective. The Thames & Hudson Dictionary of Graphic Design and Designers uses this distinction to define the term:

“Information Graphic Design: Generic term applied to those graphic-design projects required to communicate complex data or information to a specific range of audiences. The detailed analysis of user needs that underpins successful information graphic design differs from the more subjective approach applied to projects aimed at selling a product. The presentation of major signage schemes, healthy and safety issues, public services and technical manuals are all examples of information graphic design.”

Considering, however, the premise that every communication is somehow rhetorical, it is logical to state that information design is rhetorical as well. The inspiration for this work was an article by Robin Kinross, called The Rhetoric of Neutrality, where the author demonstrate that even information design—a field usually seen as neutral—uses rhetorical devices:

“A distinction is customarily made between design for information, for example, timetables, and design for persuasion, for example, advertising, above all. The argument of this essay is that this distinction cannot be a clear one.”

Information design has basically three goals: making information clear, compelling and convincing. It makes complex information clear as in easier to understand, unambiguous and unequivocal. It makes information compelling, because information should grab people’s attention. And information graphics should be convincing so that viewers believe what they see on them.

The pieces of information design—as graphic design pieces in general—are destined for a specific audience, purpose, and context. These factors have, therefore, influence in the creative decisions involving information design as well. The use of a certain typeface, layout or graphic element might make the piece look more inviting or accessible; and place emphasis in some information. In other words, the design decisions influence viewer’s interpretations of the information.

1 (Tufte, The Visual Display of Quantitative Information 2001) p.191
2 (Livingstone and Livingstone 2003) p.215
3 (Kinross 1989) p.134
These design decisions reflect (when efficient) the point of view being advocated by the publication. In order to have an effective design piece, it is crucial that the graphic designer is aware of this point of view, so that he can make the right creative decisions to support it.

Selecting the structure of the information is also a rhetorical device. The same data may be perceived differently when displayed as a table, a pie chart, a bar chart or line graph, for instance. There are innumerable ways of displaying information, and the graphic designer must be attentive when choosing one.

The influence of graphic designers is not only in how to show information, but also in which information to show. The selection of data to be displayed has rhetorical consequences.

One point argued by defenders of a “neutral” information design is that statistics are “pure” information: free of value, free of intentions. But hasn’t the advertising industry used statistics for persuasion for ages? The scientific authority of statistics is a powerful tool for proving a point without being openly persuasive. People tend to trust an argument based on statistics and see it as “persuasion-free”. Telling viewers that nine out of ten dentists recommend Crest is nothing but a way to convince them to choose Crest over its competitors.

The graphical elements of any design work have the power to construct an image for the organization represented in the piece. The style of information graphics plays a role in the building of an image as well. The thickness of lines, the use of color, the typefaces: they all contribute to an overall image. The signage system of a building is there mainly to inform people, but it also says something about the corporation in that building. For instance, the signage for a hospital may use soothing colors and humanist typeface to convey calm and peace, since people in a hospital are frequently in distress. The signage of a corporation’s building, on the other hand, may show metallic backgrounds and sans serif typefaces to express modernity and connection to technology. In the same way, the use of colors, line thickness and images in infographics will be different in a tabloid and in a financial newspaper.
These images from the Doctor Pepper/Snapple 2008 annual report show how the upbeat playful image from the company is present in the graphic elements, including information graphics. The charts use colors and illustrations to convey a cheerful tone.
The Adidas 2008 annual report, on the other hand, portrays an image of modernity, technology and constant movement, present in all the graphic elements.
One factor contributing for the idea of movement is the use of arrowheads in the bar charts. Applying the arrows—also used in photographs and other graphical elements throughout the publication—to the bars not only convey movement, but also the idea that the bars are expanding in the direction the arrows point to. This way, even though the charts show accurate numbers, it looks like the variables—development, sales, income—are increasing.

When the information graphics—and graphic elements, in general—are not in tune with the image the publication wants to portray, they can harm the overall branding, by conveying a negative image. In the Panasonic 2008 annual report, the company declares its Brand Promise as "Panasonic generates ideas for life...today and tomorrow. Through innovative thinking, we are committed to enriching people's lives around the world." But instead of expressing innovation and future-orientated thinking, the graphics in the annual report look outdated and carelessly made. They even resemble automatically generated graphics from spreadsheet software.
JACQUES BERTIN AND HIS SEMIOLOGIE GRAPHIQUE
—What are information graphics made of?

A great contribution to the theory of information design was made by Jacques Bertin (1918-2010), a French cartographer who wrote the 1967 book *Semiologie Graphique* (semiology of graphics). He defined seven basic variables for information graphics:

**Size**
It communicates well the quantitative variation.

**Shape**
It expresses well the identity of the object, and by comparison, the differences and similarities between objects.

**Value**
The variation in value of a color transmits a relation of order and relative differences.

**Color**
Like shapes, colors translate differences. The colors are charged with cultural and psychological meanings. Unlike values, colors cannot express an idea of order.

**Texture**
Patterns convey a relation of order and relative differences.

**Position**
It places a sign in relation to two axis. It expresses differences between signs in relation to the information in the axis.

**Orientation**
The angle of the object according to its center. It expresses differences between objects.
EXAMPLES
—How can we change perception?

One way to hide data in a chart is in the scale. By blowing up the scale, it is possible to conceal variation in the data. In this example, the two bar charts show the production of poisoned apples through the years of the Evil Queen’s tyranny, year 4 being the point where Snow White was hiding in the dwarfs’ house.

This chart’s vertical axis show values from 0 to 400. The number of apples produced is so small comparing to those values, that the bars almost disappear, becoming lines. It is hard to visualize even major changes. Looking at this chart, the viewers may assume the conflict between Snow White and the Queen had no influence in the production of poisoned apples.

The vertical axis on this chart, on the other hand, shows values between 0 and 8 (8 being the value of the bar on the far right). Using this scale, it is clear that the production of poisoned apples increased significantly in year 4. From this chart, the viewers may deduce that the Queen’s vendetta against Snow White affected directly the production of poisoned apples.

The table on the left, published on *Time* magazine, wants to show Bulgaria as one of Europe’s most corrupted nations. Bulgaria comes in the eleventh line of table, below other ten countries. With one glance at the page, the reader could easily see Bulgaria as one of eleven, or even ten, most corrupted countries in Europe. An attentive reader, however, can see that the number indicating Bulgaria’s position in the regional rank is 28. By concealing some countries in higher positions in the rank, the table makes the argument of Bulgaria being corrupt stronger.

---

1 *Time*, May 31, 2010. p. 27
These area graphs represent the changes in the population of dwarfs and deers in the Enchanted Forest through the years of the Evil Queen’s tyranny. They are placed side-by-side so viewers can easily compare the development of both species.

The most predominant elements are the green and blue areas. By glancing at the areas, the viewers can see that the quantity of dwarfs increased, while the quantity of deers decreased, which is correct. But a quick glance may also leave the viewers under the impression that there are far more dwarfs than deers in the forest. The actual numbers, however, are seven dwarves against 1,100 deers. This fact is not clear, though, because of the difference in the scales. The vertical axis of the left-side chart shows values from 0 to 7, while the one on the right side goes from 600 to 1500.

When comparing charts, unconformity in scale might be misleading, even the charts themselves being accurate.
While tables are usually read linearly item by item, graphics are read holistically, that is, as a whole. That makes tables appropriate for displaying specific data, but not for showing comparisons and relationships, which are clearer in graphics.

In a case where the publication is interested in de-emphasizing or even conceal relations—in an annual report, for instance—it is better to show data in a table than in a graphic, where comparisons are clearer.

This table, published on USA Today, does not show the survey’s results as clearly or strongly as a chart would. (chart below)


The following information design piece shows the production of corn by Munchkin farmers—characters from children’s tale The Wizard of Oz—from 1895 to 1902. Both the table and the line chart show the same data, but the acute decrease in production in 1900 is much more visible in the chart.
A review of this line chart can reveal another rhetorical device: the use (or lack) of context. The chart on previous page shows the severe decrease in corn production in 1900 and nothing else. The chart below shows the context of the data. By showing how the production of other crops was constant throughout those years, the chart makes it clear that the decrease in corn production was caused by a factor that did not have any effect on other crops. The insertion of a caption describing the events of 1900 (how Dorothy removed the Scarecrow from the fields and took him to the Emerald City with her, leaving the crops to the mercy of crows) adds further context, connecting the events to the drop in corn production in a cause-effect relation.

The use of comparison can bring context to data and reveal aspects that would remain hidden otherwise. In the same way, the use of captions and labels should be done cautiously, for it can change the perception of the data completely.

“To be truthful and revealing, data graphics must bear on the question at the heart of quantitative thinking: “Compared to what?” The emanciated, data-thin design should always provoke suspicion, for graphics often lie by omission, leaving out data sufficient for comparisons. The principle: Graphics must not quote data out of context.”

Edward Tufte

In 1900, the production of corn was seriously damaged by the removal of the local scarecrow, who was convinced of leaving the farm on a journey to Emerald City by a girl named Dorothy. The crows then took over the field, eating a big part of the corn.

As part of an article about a study on the relation between mobile phones and cancer, Time magazine published this line chart comparing the use of cell phones in developed and developing nations. The grouping of countries in “developed nations” and “developing nations” is not clear, since neither the article nor the chart list which countries are being taken into each group. Which “developed” countries? Which “developing” ones? All of them? Which countries of the world fall in each of these categories? Is the data from this chart coming from every country in the world? The selection of the countries where the data comes from changes the outcome of the chart and a list of those countries would have provided context for the reader, possibly changing the way the chart is perceived.

1 (Tufte, The Visual Display of Quantitative Information 2001) p.74
The use of illustrations in charts—instead of bar or lines—might change the perception viewers have of the information. When the value in the chart is represented by length, the use of size-changing figures is a problem, because they add the dimension of width. That is, **instead of comparing lengths, the viewers are led to compare areas, which is a distortion of the linear data.** Even further, the viewers might have a three-dimensional notion of the illustrated object, which may increase their perception to volumes. Therefore, a growth of 2 times may be seen as a growth of even 8 times.

The example below shows the relation between the production of hats by the Mad Hatter (from *Alice in Wonderland*) and the amount of sugar he consumed in his tea. In the chart on the left, the amount of produced hats is shown with an illustration representing a hat, while the amount of sugar is represented by an illustration of a spoon. The charts compare data from two days—Saturday and Sunday—in order to establish a relation between the sugar and production of hats.

So that the figures are not distorted, they change not only in length but also in width from Saturday to Sunday. That way, the Sunday looks enormous comparing to the previous one, which makes it look like the growth in hat production was a lot bigger than the actual 50%. And, since the hat is rather wider than the spoon, its change in area from Saturday to Sunday is more ostensible. It might cause the impression that the production of hats has grown more than the consumption of sugar, even though they have grown in the same rate.

So that the use of illustrations does not distort the data, the focus should be on only one dimension. Instead of using the size of figures to compare amounts, the chart can employ repetition of same size icons. The chart below shows the data more accurately, for it utilizes repetition of figures. The spoons and hats occupy the same width, which brings the focus to the changes in length.
Some examples of the use of illustration in charts:
The chart below was published on *Der Spiegel* magazine. The title is “The weight of Europe”. The gears represent the GDP, the human figures represent the population, and the arrows represent the economical growth.

From the Air Berlin 2009 annual report. The first chart represents expenses and income, while the second represents the operating cashflow.

Examples from the Marks & Spencer 2009 annual report.
Chart published in GOOD magazine, in February 2010 about people who volunteered in the United States during the year of 2009.

Below are two examples from classic books. On the top, it is the Incredible Shrinking Doctor, from Edward Tufte’s *The Visual Display of Quantitative Information*. Below, it is The Crescive Cow, from Darrell Huff’s *How to lie with statistics*.

“Another way to confuse data variation with design variation is to use areas to show one-dimensional data. And here is the incredible shrinking doctor, with (...) the exaggeration from the overlaid perspective and the incorrect horizontal spacing for the data.”

“There is still another kind of danger in varying the size of objects in a chart. It seems that in 1860 there were something over eight million milk cows in the United States and 1936 there were more than twenty-five million. Showing this increase by drawing two cows, one three times the height of the other, will exaggerate the impression in the manner (...). But the effect on the hasty scanner of the page may be even stranger: He may easily come away with the idea that cows are bigger now than they used to be.”

Ordering tables and charts alphabetically might camouflage information that would have been obvious had the piece been ordered by values. In long lists, it is useful to have it ordered alphabetically, in order to find entries quickly. However, when the order of the represented amounts is important, using a quantitative order makes the information clearer for the viewers.

This example shows the average daily production of gold by each dwarf at the dwarfs’ mine. The first table shows the dwarfs in alphabetical order, while the second one goes from the largest to the smallest producer. In the first table, there is little comparative potential, while in the second table the viewer can see immediately who produces the most/least.

Transferring the data to bar charts, the amounts are more visibly clear than in table, but the order still affects the comparison. The table on the top is alphabetically ordered, while the table on the bottom goes from largest producer (on the top) to smallest producer. On the top table, the viewers need to look around and compare widths of bars in order to classify the amounts. The bottom table, on the other hand, provides an easy comparison, where the viewers can establish the quantitative order at a glance.
When dealing with changes over time, both tables and bar charts need to follow the chronological order, despite of growth or decrease of values. Here are some examples from annual reports.

The Spanish newspaper *El País* carries out surveys on its website about current events, from politics to entertainment and sports. The viewer sees the form with a question and a list of answers to choose from. After the viewer clicks on one alternative, another page loads, showing the results from the survey so far on a column chart. The order of the columns follows the order of the list of alternatives, which by the way, follows a random order. On the results page, however, there are no labels naming the columns, so the viewer needs to remember the order from the previous page, which is harder to do when there is no logical order to begin with. In the example below, *El País* asked its readers who was their favorite character from the TV series *Lost*. From a list of eight names, comes a confusing column chart with very little chance of someone actually remembering the order from the previous page.
A chart drawn with three-dimensional appearance is a complete distortion of data. In a pie-chart, the point is to compare areas, which is a two-dimensional element. By extruding the chart into a cylinder, the designer distorts the areas and makes it difficult for the viewer to read the data. Besides, there is an extra shape added to the chart — the height of the cylinder. The pie segments located in the front look larger than they actually are, because of the addition of the height.

In this example, both pie charts represent how Prince Charming divided his dancing time during a ball. Each color corresponds to a different woman, and the area of each section corresponds to the percentage of the total time each woman danced with the prince.

The chart on the left has an illusion of three-dimensionality, which misrepresents the data. The areas of the top (the actual pie chart) are distorted, and the segments in the front—Drizella, the Duchess, and especially the Countess—are magnified. The Countess has more visual importance than Cinderella, which is on the back, even though Cinderella danced with Prince Charming for longer (30% for Cinderella and 20% for the Countess).

On the right, a flat pie chart is a better representation of the actual numbers, making it easy for the viewers to compare the areas and notice that Cinderella spent more time dancing with Prince Charming than any other woman.

“Don’t use the third dimension. Why do you want your chart to jump off the page or screen? I’d rather it stayed there and let me read it!”

Nigel Holmes

---

1 (Holmes July 2000)
Here are some examples of information graphics using three-dimensionality. Below, a chart published by GOOD magazine. Note the massive presence of black, when the variable represented by this color is actually the one with the lowest values.

**POOREST AND RICHEST NEIGHBORHOODS OF THE USA**

![POOREST AND RICHEST NEIGHBORHOODS OF THE USA](image)

Subtle three-dimensionality, but with big perspective distortion pie charts from Estée Lauder 2009 annual report.

![Subtle three-dimensionality, but with big perspective distortion pie charts](image)

Icredible distortion from the Toshiba 2008 annual report.

![Incredible distortion from the Toshiba 2008 annual report](image)

**DR. PEPPER/SNAPPLES 2008 ANNUAL REPORT**

![Dr. Pepper/Snapples 2008 annual report](image)
Apart from the use of three-dimensionality, the use of a pie chart itself can be discussed. Pie charts can be the appropriate choice when the goal is to compare one part to the whole, but is it the best way to compare the shares themselves? In pie charts, the areas have different shapes, what makes the comparison more difficult. In that sense, bar charts might be more successful for comparing how much time each lady danced with Prince Charming.

Here are some examples of percentage visualization. Below, the use of stacked dots and squares. On the top, part of the article “The State of Internet”, published by focus.com. On the bottom, a chart published by businessweek.com.

The chart on the left, published by The New York Times on its website, uses bars to represent percentages. The use of color here favors one of the mentioned candidates, since blue is usually connected to the Democratic Party, as shown in the chart below, also published by The New York Times website.
Rhetoric in Cartography

Cartography is a special kind of information design, concerned with spatial information. It is the study and practice of making maps.

“What do advertising and cartography have in common? Without doubt the best answer is their shared need to communicate a limited version of the truth. An advertisement must create an image that’s appealing and a map must present an image that’s clear, but neither can meet its goal by telling or showing everything.”

Are maps a reproduction of world? Can three-dimensional realities be reproduced in two dimensions? The myth that the map gives us the world exactly as it is might be dangerous, for it implies that maps have no construction, no point-of-view, and no judgment.

“A good map tells a multitude of little white lies; it suppresses truth to help the user see what needs to be seen. Reality is three-dimensional, rich in detail, and far too factual to allow a complete yet uncluttered two-dimensional graphic scale model. Indeed, a map that did not generalize would be useless.”

Maps are a reference, a representation of reality. Cartographers have the challenge of representing big three-dimensional locations through small bi-dimensional areas. This translation requires a selective view of reality. That is, maps cannot convey the whole information, but only parts of it. Maps are always made based on selection and simplification of features. During the process of selection, simplification and construction of maps, the mapmaker pervades the piece with his own vision and his own priorities.

“(…) maps, all maps, inevitably, unavoidably, necessarily embody their authors’ prejudices, biases and partialities. (…) Even to point is to point… somewhere; and this not only marks a place but makes it the subject of the particular attention that pointed there instead of… somewhere else.”

After deciding what is shown in the map, the mapmaker must decide how to visually represent the information. How to make the represented reality recognizable? How to direct viewers to the desired information? Which information should be placed on the left, on the right, on the top, at the bottom? Which information should be perceived as the most important one? What kind of maps conveys this information the best possible way?

The answers to these questions depend on the answer to the following ones: What is the map supposed to communicate? What does the mapmaker want the viewers to perceive from the map? What is the point? Every map is a construction based on the apprehension of who the viewers are and how a point should be communicated to them. In short, maps are made to show someone something.
“Every map shows this… but not that, and every map shows what it shows this way… but not the other. Not only is this inescapable but it is precisely because of this interested selectivity—this choice of word or sign or aspect of the world to make a point—that the map is enable to work.”

1 (Wood 1992) p.1

In order to succeed as communication pieces, maps need to be viewed, to be read. If it is seen as useless, irrelevant or unbelievable, the map will not be viewed and therefore will have failed. A map needs to convince the viewers that it is needed, that it is relevant.

A map also sends subtle (or not so subtle) messages about its authors or publishers. A map that resembles the ones found in scientific dissertations suggests the piece is scholarly, and therefore it can be trusted as such. A map with far-out graphic features and interactive function vaunts the author’s sense of innovation.

Europeans are used to see world maps with Europe in the center, and see this as the rational way to portray the planet, since the prime meridian is by convention placed in Greenwich, England. People from the United States, however, are used to look at maps with North America in the middle, dividing Asia in two parts on the sides. And Western people might be surprised while looking at Chinese and Japanese maps and seeing Japan in the middle. It may seem indifferent for the map viewer, which part of the world is placed in the middle of map, but the centered position confers importance to the portrayed object. Being the geographic center can imply the idea of economic, social and political center. Otherwise, why do maps show different countries in the center depending on where the map is designed? Maps with Europe in the middle have spread to colonies the idea that their metropolis—European countries—are the center of the world, and Latin American countries still use Europe-centered maps.
Apart from the center, maps follow an even stronger convention: top and bottom. It looks like a very easy decision because, after all, it is a fact: Europe, North America, and Asia are at the top part of the planet and South America, Africa, and Oceania are at the bottom, so the maps should show that. Right? Wrong. Actually, technically speaking, the planet has no “top” or “bottom”, since it is a spherical body flying through three-dimensional space.

In maps, as in every two-dimensional piece, the question of top/bottom, up/down and above/below become important. What goes on the top or bottom of a map is, however, arbitrary. There is no natural or scientific justification for that. It is a choice. And it hasn’t always been the same. The North-up convention is often accredited to Claudius Ptolemaeus (90 – 168), Greek scientist who lived in Egypt. But, still in the middle ages, East was often placed at the top of maps. This is the connection between the terms “Orient” and “orientation”.

In the age of ocean exploration, when European navigators started using the North Star as a fixed point for navigation, European cartographers used the North-up convention. It placed Europe at the top of maps, reflecting (consciously or not) its dominant position in world politics and economy at the time.

As in the “center/margins” positioning, the “top/bottom” placement in maps might seem harmless, but it can affect considerably people’s perception of the world. We use the words up and down routinely in reference to location—“fly down to Australia”, “drive all the way up to Canada”. Even with no mention to maps, people are used to the idea that Europe is above Africa, and that Latin America is below North America. Since we usually relate height to importance—like in the top of rankings, for example—, the North-up convention reinforces the notion that northern countries are more important than southern ones.
Buckminster Fuller’s Dymaxion

Richard Buckminster Fuller (1895 –1983), an American architect, author, designer, and inventor, created in 1946 a map projection called Dymaxion™ map (also known as Fuller Projection). It shows the world as an unfolded polyhedron which retains most of the relative proportional integrity of the globe map.

The Dymaxion™ map does not follow the North-up convention. Neither does it follow any South-up, East-up nor West-up—there is no right way up. Buckminster Fuller claimed that in the universe there is no up and down, only in and out. People are pulled in by gravitational forces and move up by moving away from the gravitational center, like climbing stairs, for instance. There is no correct or incorrect view of the Dymaxion™ map.

The “unfolding” of the Earth into the triangular faces of the polyhedron shows the continents as almost contiguous mass lands, instead of the usual separated blocks, supporting the idea of the world as “one island earth”.

Buckminster Fuller and his creation
All those conventions are, however, accepted as facts by most people, mostly because of the credibility of maps. Maps are a powerful tool for persuasion, for they carry an authority, an image of objectivity and neutrality. People trust maps.

The following is a reproduction from the article *A political look at territory*, written by Philippe Rekacewicz for the newspaper *Le Monde* in May 2000, which deals with the use of maps for persuasion.

“A map, which is a minute representation of vast territories, is a truncated picture of reality. It is a lie by omission. Representation by symbols always means sacrificing information. Not everything that happens over an area of hundreds of thousands of square miles can be contained on a sheet of paper. The cartographer selects the items he wishes to represent on theoretical grounds. His job is to synthesise, simplify and omit, and his final product is a filtered document. Aspects that may be important - but are more usually considered secondary or superfluous - are removed. The map is simplified to make it legible. In so doing, the author imbues it with his own vision of the world and his own priorities.

Maps are subject to all kinds of manipulation, from the crudest to the most subtle. They are eminently political objects, and governments rightly consider them an effective propaganda tool. A few examples from the Arab world will serve to illustrate this. The day after the invasion of Kuwait by Iraqi troops, Saddam Hussein appeared on television with a new official map on which Kuwait was shown as a province of Iraq. He claimed that geography proved he was right: Kuwait, situated at the mouth of the Tigris and Euphrates, was a “natural part” of Iraq. For many years the Moroccan government censured all publications containing maps that distinguished between Morocco and former Spanish Sahara. Even a dotted line between the two territories was enough for the publication to be banned. In Arab countries, the mere mention of the name “Israel” on a map was sufficient cause. Either the word was replaced by Palestine, and Israel disappeared from the index, or a graphic item was conveniently placed over the offending country. The matter was so sensitive that the commercial departments of French school publishing houses intervened directly with the editors of textbook series to impose an acceptable representation of Morocco and the Middle East and thus avoid the loss of valuable markets in the French-speaking countries of North Africa.

The depiction of political frontiers is a risky business. It would be wrong to think there are “official” versions of the world’s political divisions. Even the cartography departments of certain United Nations agencies are careful to state on their maps that they bear no responsibility for the depiction of borders, which are indicative only. To avoid offence, the World Bank recently “advised” its cartographic department not to produce maps of the Indian sub-continent on which the Kashmir region figured too prominently. The varying national and international views of territory give the map-maker only too great a choice. China seen by the Chinese does not coincide with China seen by the Indians.

But cartography is more than the tracing of borders. It is also a picture of the relations between people and territory. Maps enable us to comprehend at a glance how territory is organised and occupied, and the extent and consequences of conflicts. Not until a map was made of the Great Lakes region at the end of 1994 after the Rwandan genocide did we realise that terrified populations had fled hundreds of miles through the bush before being settled in refugee camps. The historical dimension also adds to our understanding. African issues cannot be grasped properly without maps of the colonial period. Similarly, the present division and spread of the major ethno-linguistic families can only be understood with the help of maps of the great empires of the past. This dual approach, geographical and historical, sharpens our understanding of the major issues of the present day. It can help us to be a little less mistaken when we come to assess their significance. Maps let us view territorial, economic and political developments from the necessary distance. They set the stage and position the actors, helping us to ask the right questions rather than giving us the answers. They require us not to jump to conclusions, since the connections between the phenomena shown on a map are rarely straightforward. A published map is a complex, subjective message offered by an author to his readers. It has to be read in a clear-headed and critical manner.”

1 (Rekacewicz 2000)
Facts in Review

From 1939 to 1941, before the bombing of Pearl Harbor, the German Library of Information in New York published a free weekly newsletter called Facts in Review, with the latest news, historical overviews, and general information about Germany from the Nazi point of view. This publication used cartography as a tool for propaganda, in order to build sympathy for Germany and diminish support for Great Britain and France.

The chart below, “A Study in Empires”, uses maps to compare the area of Germany with the area of British territories around the world. How can poor little Germany be the “aggressor nation” against an “Empire” that cover 26% of the world?

Useful for representing one’s opponents as the bad guys, maps can also advertise oneself as the good guy. Accompanying a story headlines “Repatriation: Background for Peace,” [the map above] shows Germany as the Peacemaker quietly reducing ethnic friction in the Baltic states by evacuating 80,000 to 120,000 Germans. As Facts in Review proudly observes, “Germany is not afraid to correct mistakes of geography and history.” The map’s pictorial symbols dramatize the repatriation by showing proud, brave, obedient Germans clutching their suitcases and lining up to board ships sent to “lead [these] lost Germans back home to the Reich.” To the east in stark, depressing black looms the Soviet Union, and to the south in pure, hopeful white lies Germany.  

---

1 From (Monmonier, How to Lie with Maps 1996) p.102. Originally from Facts in Review 2, no. 5 [February 1940]:33
2 Text and image from (Monmonier, How to Lie with Maps 1996) p.106. Image originally from Facts in Review 1, no.16 [30 November 1939]: 3
BASIC ELEMENTS OF A MAP
—What makes a map a map?

The three basic elements of a map are scale, projection and symbols.

Scale
It is the degree of reduction and the ratio between a distance on the map and the corresponding distance on the Earth. In other words, the scale tells us how much smaller the map is than the reality it represents.

“What a useful thing a pocket-map is!” I remarked.

“That’s another thing we’ve learned from your Nation,” said Mein Herr, “map-making. But we’ve carried it much further than you. What do you consider the largest map that would be really useful?”

“About six inches to the mile.”

“Only six inches!” exclaimed Mein Herr. “We very soon got to six yards to the mile. Then we tried a hundred yards to the mile. And then came the grandest idea of all! We actually made a map of the country, on the scale of a mile to the mile!”

“Have you used it much?” I enquired.

“It has never been spread out, yet,” said Mein Herr: “the farmers objected: they said it would cover the whole country, and shut out the sunlight! So we now use the country itself, as its own map, and I assure you it does nearly as well.”

From Lewis Carroll’s Sylvie and Bruno Concluded (1893)

Map projections
Projections are the methods used to show a three-dimensional object (the planet) in a two-dimensional plane (the map). This translation from three to two dimensions generates distortion, and the numerous projection methods explore differ in the way they manage distortion. The distortion can be of angles, distance, direction, scale, and area. Some projections minimize distortions in some of these properties at the expense of maximizing errors in others, but there is no projection that carries no distortion. Some projections attempt to only moderately distort all of these properties.

Which projection should a graphic designer use? Well, there is no “absolute best” projection. It depends on the goals of the piece. Each projection conveys information in a different way. Therefore, it is crucial for graphic designers to know and understand each kind of projection—and which distortion it causes—in order to select the most appropriate one for each of their pieces.

The equivalent or equal-area projections preserve area relations,—that is, all mapped areas have the same proportional relationship to the areas on the globe that they represent—while distorting distances and angles. This kind of projection is suited for displaying topics related to area, such as data distribution.

The Lambert azimuthal equal-area projection
Conformal projections have fidelity of shape, that is, the angle between any two lines on the sphere is the same between their projected counterparts. Meridians and parallels cross at right angles (90°). They are important for mapping operations such as topography and navigation.

One of the most famous conformal projections was presented in 1569 by Flemish cartographer Gerhard Kremer, who became famous with the Latinized name Gerardus Mercator. In navigation, a rhumb line (or loxodrome) is a line crossing all meridians of longitude at the same angle, that is, a path derived from a defined initial bearing. Upon taking an initial bearing, one proceeds along the same bearing, without changing the direction as measured relative to true north. In Mercator’s cylindrical projection, a rhumb line appears as a straight line, which made this the standard map projection for nautical purposes.\footnote{From Wikipedia}

This projection uses the Equator as starting point (the line where the cylinder “touches” the globe), so surface stretching increases continuously toward the poles. That brings severe area distortion. For instance, Greenland and Africa seem similar in size in a Mercator’s projection map. The African continent, however, has close to 30,000,000 km² and Greenland has 2,166,086 km², making Africa over 13 times larger.

Finland (338,145 km²) looks bigger than Turkey (783,562 km²)
The U.S. state of Alaska (1,530,000 km²) looks bigger than India (3,287,263 km²)
Germany (357,022 km²) looks similar in size to Ethiopia (1,104,300 km²)
France (643,427 km²) looks similar in size to Bolivia (1,098,581 km²)\footnote{Source: The CIA World Factbook [https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/index.html]}

Because of this area distortion, conformal maps are not to be applied in statistical mapping, where comparisons based on size are used. An effective tool if used in the appropriate context, the Mercator projection has been often used for wall maps, general illustration, school textbooks, newspapers and TV news shows. This dissemination is dangerous, since maps produce long-lasting visual images and an unfairly presented map may build strong and permanent misconceptions about the world.

On the other hand, equal-area maps deform angles and shapes and are therefore not recommended for showing routes. Any space displacement will appear distorted then, providing wrong information.
Go online

The United States Geological Survey keeps a website that helps people decide which map projection to use: the Decision Support System for Map Projections of Small Scale Data. The user selects the type of area to map (global, continental, regional), what to preserve (shape or area) and the type of data (vector, raster, continuous, thematic), and the system presents the most optimal options. [http://mcmcweb.er.usgs.gov/DSS/]

A team of researchers from The University of Sheffield created a method for creating equal-area cartograms and applied it on the website Worldmapper [http://www.sasi.group.shef.ac.uk/worldmapper/]. These cartograms re-size each country on the map according to the variable being mapped.

The Worldmapper map for land area is an equal-area map, that is, it shows area correctly while it distorts other features such as angles and shapes. The total population map distorts areas according to the population of the countries. Heavy populated countries like India and Indonesia gain importance, while countries which are big in area but not heavy populated, like Russia and Australia, look smaller.

“Secure access to land remains essential for diverse land-based livelihoods and is a precondition for sustainable agriculture, economic growth and poverty reduction”
Oxfam, 2006

“Out of every 100 persons added to the population in the coming decade, 97 will live in developing countries.”
Hania Zlotnik, 2005
Why does it matter that we know how big Africa is?

Since the distortion makes the Northern countries look bigger and the less developed countries, closer to the Equator, look smaller than they really are, the Mercator projection has been accused to reinforce the image of a powerful northern hemisphere against a underdeveloped “third world”.

In the early 1970’s, Arno Peters, German historian and journalist, published a cylindrical equal area projection, similar to the Gall Projection—developed in 1855 by James Gall. Peters claimed this projection was the right alternative to Mercator’s “Eurocentric” projection. Since it was equal-area, Peters’ projection should be seen as egalitarian. He stated, “In our epoch, relatively young nations of the world have cast off the colonial dependencies and now fight for equal rights. It seems important to me that developed nations are no longer at the center of the world, but are plotted according to their true size.”

Peters, as an accomplished journalist, successfully generated publicity around his projection, and produced an ongoing debate which was known as “Map Wars”. The press, the United Nations, the World Council of Churches, among other institutes, embraced the Peters projection as a tool for “Third World” ascension.

However, several equal-area projections already existed then, with much less overall shape distortion. Peters’ projection shows Europe and the border between the United States and Canada with lower shape distortion, because they are near the standard northern parallel, while most of Africa, South America and Southeast Asia—the supposedly benefited areas—are shown with the highest degree of distortion.

In addition, the Mercator projection should not have been the target, since it was designed as a navigation tool and never intended for statistic showing. The problem is that it is used as a standard world map in textbooks, shaping people’s idea of how the world looks like. Currently, it is the projection used on Google Maps, the leading mapping tool in the web. When questioned about this selection, Google responded that “Maps uses Mercator because it preserves angles. The first launch of Maps actually did not use Mercator, and streets in high latitude places like Stockholm did not meet at right angles on the map the way they do in reality. While this distorts a ‘zoomed-out view’ of the map, it allows close-ups (street level) to appear more like reality. The majority of our users are looking down at the street level for businesses, directions, etc… So we’re sticking with this projection for now.”

1 (Monmonier, Rhumb Lines and Map Wars: A Social History of the Mercator Projection. 2004)
2 Why does Google maps use the inaccurate, ancient and distorted Mercator Projection? Forum debate at http://www.google.com/support/forum/p/maps/thread?tid=075eb10962e00ec5&hl=en
“He had bought a large map representing the sea, 
Without the least vestige of land: 
And the crew were much pleased when they found it to be 
A map they could all understand.

“What’s the good of Mercator’s North Poles and Equators, 
Tropics, Zones, and Meridian Lines?”
So the Bellman would cry: and the crew would reply
“They are merely conventional signs!

“Other maps are such shapes, with their islands and capes! 
But we’ve got our brave Captain to thank:”
(So the crew would protest) “that he’s bought us the best --
A perfect and absolute blank!”

From Lewis Carroll’s *The Hunting of the Snark: an Agony, in Eight Fits*
Symbols
They complement scale and projection on a map, by making information visible through graphic elements. Patterns, colors and pictograms are examples of symbols used in cartography.

The variables described by Jacques Bertin for information graphics also apply to cartographic symbols. Shape, texture, and hue are effective in showing qualitative differences; size is appropriate for showing variation in quantity; value is suited to displaying differences in rate or intensity; and symbols varying in orientation are effective in representing directional occurrences.

When one or more variables are used to portray a least suited kind of data, the efficiency of the map is compromised. It happens, for instance, when hue—instead of value—is used to represent changes in intensity. Although contrasting hues can be visually dramatic, they are not appropriate for an ordered series of values. Viewers cannot easily and consistently organize colors into an ordered sequence, which can be promptly done with evenly spaced tones of gray. The viewers are used to the notion that black means more and white means less. Since hues have no logical ordering in viewers’ minds, hue differences usually fail at displaying differences in rate, percentages and other intensity measures.

Examples of symbols varying in orientation in order to show directional occurrences. Both maps are about the oil spill in Gulf of Mexico—the top one from *Time* magazine and the bottom one from *USA Today*.

The Target 2008 annual report shows a choropleth map that uses a mix of gray and red tones to show sales per capita in each state of the United States. From US$0 to US$200, the color varies in gray tones. From US$201 to over US$300, however, the map uses two hues of red. Although it is an overall gradation, the change in the color system suggests a change in categories, which is not explicit in the legend.
EXAMPLES
—How to change perception?

By changing the size and positioning of elements, it is possible to alter the visual hierarchy of a map. The bigger the element, the more prominent it becomes.

This example shows a map of the Land of Oz (from the book *The Wizard of Oz*) and its capital, Emerald City. The first page has a map of the Land of Oz, showing Emerald City as an inset map, that is, showing a larger detailed area of a portion of the map’s area. The second page has a map of Emerald City, with a small map of Oz working as a locator map, that is, showing the exact location of the city. The same elements, with different size and position arrangement, can work for different goals.
In the same way as other information graphics, maps also take part in building the image of the publisher/author. The chosen projection, colors, typography, and other graphic elements can make a map look serious, fun, modern, or traditional. The credibility of a map depends, among other factors, on its overall image. A map that looks scientific or academical may seem more accurate than a map that looks flamboyant or sloppy.
The example from the previous page shows two maps of Wonderland, from the book *Alice in Wonderland*. On previous page, the map uses a schematic configuration and flat color blocks, which gives it a technical character.

On this page, the map uses texture, illustrations and a script typeface, which gives it a storybook-like quality. While the first map looks like an accurate tool for orientation, this map looks like it is part of a narrative, even though they have basically the same spatial information.
Color associations play an important role in the character of a map. The use of color can attract attention to an otherwise uninteresting map. This example shows three versions of a map for the Enchanted Forest, home of Snow White. The first map is black and white, using patterns to differentiate areas, while the second map uses green, blue and yellow.

Greens are usually associated with healthy, pleasant areas, while ochre tones may remind people of desert areas. The colors can make an area seem more inviting.
The third version of the enchanted forest map includes not only symbols for deer hunting area, fishing lakes and mining, but also trees as decorative elements. The use of symbols increases visual interest, making this version more inviting and, therefore, more appropriate for a promotion tool, like a visitor’s brochure, for instance. A map can not only show where things are located, but also make people want to go there.

The maps below both show Hyde Park, in London. The top map is from 1922 (published in The Probert Encyclopaedia) and the one in the bottom is currently used for promotion by the Royal Parks. Which one would attract more visitors?
When a map displays statistics, **size does matter**. The same data will have different impact when presented in different map projections. As discussed previously, conformal maps are not appropriate for statistical displays, since there is area distortion.

This example shows the same information using two different projections. The maps display which countries have an official tournament of quidditch, the wizard sport introduced in the series of *Harry Potter* books. The map on the left uses the Mercator projection, conformal, while on the right there is a cylindrical equal-area projection. The difference in size makes the blue (with quidditch) countries have more weight in the left map, and the ochre (without quidditch) countries have more weight on the right.
“Type is saying things to us all the time. Typefaces express a mood and atmosphere. They give words a certain coloring.”

Rick Poynor

1, 2 From the documentary Helvetica, directed by Gary Hustwit in 2007

The selection of typefaces for a project traditionally takes into account factors such as legibility and readability. Furthermore, it is necessary to consider the purpose of the piece, the target audience and the image that the author/publisher wants to build in the mind of the viewers. In other words, the graphic designer should consider what is going to be read, why it will be read, who will read it, and how it should be perceived.

Typography is a tool for creating emphasis and hierarchy. It creates a navigational map for the page—and therefore for the content. Typographical characteristics in the words give hints to the viewers about their purpose and importance. Side notes, headlines, table of contents are recognized as such through typography. Words in bold face attract the viewer’s attention. Big letters are considered more important than fine print. Emphasis is placed on words through the use of italics, changing the perception of the content.

“All of us, I would suggest, are prompted in subliminal ways. Maybe the feeling you have when you see a particular typographic choice is used on a piece of packaging is just “I like the look of that”, “that feels good”, “that’s my kind of product”. But that’s the type casting its secret spell.”

Rick Poynor

1, 2 From the documentary Helvetica, directed by Gary Hustwit in 2007
Here are two examples of how typography takes part in building the image of a publication. The example below is from the Credit Suisse 2008 annual report, and on the other page there is a spread from the Harley Davidson 2009 annual report. The Credit Suisse typography follows the clean and minimalistic Swiss style, while the Harley Davidson typography embodies the rough image of the brand.
The choice of the typeface itself is also a rhetorical decision. Different alphabets convey different emotions, create different images, and evoke different memories, which can be associated with national, technological, religious, geographical and even political issues, among others.

The selection of a typeface for a project should never be arbitrary. It requires reflection about the viewer-receptor and about the ideas to be communicated. Changing the typeface might change the whole perception of the content. The same text designed with different typefaces can produce different feelings.

These pages come from the same edition of InStyle magazine. On the article about fashion in the Academy Awards, the headline is set in a serif typeface, evoking the classical and elegant style of the dresses depicted on the page. The article about graphic t-shirts, on the other hand, uses a sans serif typeface, matching the modern style of the piece.

InStyle, USA Edition, May 2010, p. 111, 156.
From December 2009 to February 2010, the Disseny Hub Barcelona hosted an exhibition about Helvetica and its influence, and it featured some quotes from experts about the typeface:

"Helvetica communicates with the most legitimate, beautiful, and universal form." Makoto Saito

Makoto Saito is a Japanese graphic designer, born in 1952.

"Helvetica is the jeans, and Univers the dinner jacket. Helvetica is here to stay." Adrian Frutiger

Adrian Frutiger is a well-known Swiss type designer and author, born in 1928. His creations include Frutiger and Univers.

"Helvetica – the epitome of ugliness." Wolfgang Weingart

Wolfgang Weingart is a German graphic designer and typographer, born in 1942.

"When I studied graphic design between 1967 and 1972, Helvetica was omnipresent. My goal was not to use it." Niklaus Troxler

Niklaus Troxler is a graphic designer and typographer, born in 1947 in Switzerland.

"If you have no intuitive sense of design, then call yourself an “information architect” and only use Helvetica." David Carson

David Carson is an American graphic designer, born in 1952.
One rhetorical aspect of typefaces is the experience people have with them. That is, what memories the typeface brings to viewers. The typography based on the capitol engraved in the Trajan Column, for instance, send viewers’ minds to classical antiquity and the Roman Empire; while typefaces with Art Nouveau ornaments and lines remind people of the end of the 19th Century and beginning of the 20th Century.

Richard Hendel, in his book *On Book Design*, reproduces a testimony from Robert Bringhurst about connotation in typography:

“When I read a manuscript I start immediately to look in the back of my mind for typographic allusions or relations. I ask myself automatically, what are the types that might do justice to this book? Is there a type that comes from the same time (seventeenth-century type for a seventeenth-century book, etc.), or a type from the same place (French type for a French book, etc.), or one that embodies a similar intellectual attitude (neoclassical type for a book about neoclassicism; avant-garde type for a book about avant-garde or one by an avant-garde artist, etc.) (...) Most typographic allusions are, of course, all but invisible to the average reader. But I choose to believe that people are sensitive even to perceptions and sensations of which they aren’t aware. So I choose to believe that these allusions matter, even to readers who don’t see them.”

Like automobiles, clothes, magazines, and posters, typefaces are a product of their era; they speak of the spirit of their time. Futura, for example, with its geometric straightforwardness, is a symbol for progress and logic of early 20th century modernism.

“Why you grab a certain typeface for a certain job has a different meaning than we grabbed a typeface in the 50s for a certain job. You are always a child of your time and you cannot step out of that”

*Win Crouwel*

*Douglas McMurtrie* (1888-1944), typeface designer, wrote a text in 1929 called “The Philosophy of Modernism in Typography”, where he laid a philosophical basis for modernist typography:

“The primary function of typography is to convey a message to the comprehension of the readers to whom it is addressed. Some of these readers may not be particularly interested in the message; hence it is necessary to set it out in type in such manner that it may be read with the greatest possible ease and speed. Clarity is the essential feature of modern typography. Any form which does not first express the function of legibility is not in the true spirit of modern typography, no matter how striking or “modernistic” it may be otherwise. (...) The arrangement must therefore be held fluid, so as to permit indication of the comparative importance of portions of the copy by variations in type size or weight, and the accentuation of individual words or sentences by any sound methods of display. As all art of any vitality is a reflection of life, the typography which is strictly representative of its period is expressive of the life of that period. Perhaps the most typical characteristic of present day living is the quick tempo at which it moves. The tempo of our typography should be in keeping. It should be dynamic rather than static. Its balance should be that of motion rather than that of rest. The balanced compositions suited to the leisurely contemplation of an earlier generation must give place to arrangements in which the sense of movement is inescapable. For we of the present age must, so to speak, read as we run.”

---

2 (Hustwit 2007)
3 (McMurtrie 1999) p. 40-1
Blackletter and Nazis

The blackletter typefaces are a special case where time, geographical, and political issues are involved. Chronologically, they remind people of the Middle Ages; geographically, they refer to the center of Europe, Germany in particular; and politically they might be seen as the Nazi typeface. Steven Heller, in his book *Design Literacy: Understanding Graphic Design*, comments on the history and concepts attached to typeface Fraktur:

“Lettering is an active and vitally needful civilizing factor and must from henceforth play a much greater part in our life... It will help to vitalize individual capacities of the whole of our future civilization,” proclaimed a 1936 editorial titled “Writing and Lettering in the Service of the New State” in *Die Zeitgemässe Schrift*, a magazine devoted to students of lettering and calligraphy. The state was the Third Reich and the lettering was Fraktur, the traditional German blackletter that had lost favor during the Weimar Republic years when the New Typography challenged its dominance. Yet by 1933 the Nazis, who assailed modern sans serif type as “Judenlettern,” brought Fraktur back with a vengeance. Such was the influence of Adolf Hitler over every aspect of German life that lettering and typography were harshly scrutinized by party ideologues. Joseph Goebbels, Nazi minister for propaganda and enlightenment, initially decreed that blackletter be returned to its rightful place representing German Kultur. So in the early years of the Reich, blackletter became the official Volksschrift (lettering of the German people). However, they who decreeth also taketh away. After registering complaints about Fraktur’s illegibility (purportedly from Luftwaffe pilots who could not read tail markings), Martin Bormann, Hitler’s secretary, forbade the use of Fraktur in 1941 and ordered all official documents and schoolbooks to be reprinted. Overnight, blackletter became “Judenlettern,” and roman type made a triumphant return. Although blackletter continues to evoke the spirit of Nazi authoritarianism, this summary fall from grace only adds to the historical confusion.”

1 (Heller 2004) p. 166
Another rhetorical aspect of a typeface is the shape of its characters: smooth, round, squared, elegant, grunge, tall, narrow, thin, contrasting thickness, and so on. These features give personality to the words.

Some might argue that humanist typefaces have more expression than other typefaces, while sans serif letters are modern and technological. The 1983 book *Typography and design for newspapers* advises that “Serif type is usually a better choice than sans serif designs. Serif type is more expressive, has more personality. Sans serifs tend to be cold and almost identical in design as an examination of several sans serifs will show.”

“I don’t think type should be expressive at all. I mean, I can write the word “dog” with any typeface and it doesn’t have to look like a dog. But there are people that when they write “dog”, it should bark!”

Massimo Vignelli
EX A M P L E S
—How to change perception?

Sometimes, small variations in typography can produce a big change in the perception of the message. Using upper case, italics or boldface can highlight some parts of the text while diverting attention from others.

The use of different typefaces can create different tones for the same message. In the example below, the same sentence have many faces. Which one looks more serious? And more romantic? Which one could be on a magazine page? And on a fairy tale book?

In this example, changing the format of some words causes different changes in the message. Changing the word “please” to boldface turns the command into an emotional appeal. Highlighting the word “this” gives the idea that there are other pumpkin coaches. Using italics for the word “return” might seem like an ironic hint that this word might mean something else. Highlighting the words “before midnight” makes the command seem more imperative, and that late returns will not be tolerated in any case. When these words are not only bold, but also upper case, the authoritative tone is even stronger. If the word “before” is bold, it might be taken as a suggestion of a potential negligence on the viewer’s part.
Dear Mr. Potter,

We are pleased to inform you that you have been accepted at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry. Term begins on September 1. We await your owl by no later than July 31.

Yours sincerely,
Minerva McGonagall
Deputy Headmistress

UNIFORM
First-year students will require:
1. Three sets of plain work robes (black)
2. One plain pointed hat (black) for day wear
3. One pair of protective gloves (dragon hide or similar)
4. One winter cloak (black, with silver fastenings)

COURSE BOOKS
• The Standard Book of Spells (Grade 1) by Miranda Goshawk
• A History of Magic by Bathilda Bagshot
• Magical Theory by Adalbert Waffling
• A Beginner’s Guide to Transfiguration by Emeric Switch
• One Thousand Magical Herbs and Fungi by Phyllida Spore
• Magical Drafts and Potions by Arsenius Jigger
• Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them by Newt Scamander
• The Dark Forces: A Guide to Self-Protection by Quentin Trimble

OTHER EQUIPMENT
• 1 wand
• 1 cauldron (pewter, standard size 2)
• 1 set glass or crystal phials
• 1 telescope
• 1 set brass scales

Students may also bring and owl OR a cat OR a toad.

Alphanumerical, spatial and graphic cues are a rhetorical device for structure and hierarchy. Bulleted lists, for instance, create a parallelism among the items, that is, they communicated that the items have the same value. At the same time, the pattern created by the list highlights the list in comparison to the other elements on the page.

This example shows two versions of the acceptance letter Harry Potter received from Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry (from the book *Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone*). The second version transforms two lists into regular paragraphs, placing emphasis on the last list (“Other Equipment”).
Previously on Lost… A crash course in island history

It’s 2004. **There’s a plane. It crashes on an island.** There are polar bears. And a smoke monster. And angry natives called the Others. Jack is a doctor. Locke is a paraplegic who can walk now. Sawyer’s a con man. Kate’s a fugitive. Kate likes Jack, and also Sawyer, and also Jack again. Jin and Sun are a married Korean couple. Claire’s pregnant. Charlie’s a junkie. Sayid’s a former Iraqi torturer. Hurley’s a lottery winner with extremely bad luck. The Losties find a hatch in the ground. Inside the hatch, there’s a dude named Desmond. Every 108 minutes, he punches six numbers into a computer so the world won’t end. He believes **the hatch was built by the Dharma Initiative.** Dharma was a group of scientists and hippies who came to the island in the ’70s and drove VW microbuses. The Losties capture Ben, the leader of the Others. The Others capture several Losties. Locke decides they should stop entering numbers in the hatch. The hatch blows up. The sky turns purple. Desmond starts seeing the future. The captured Losties escape. Desmond tells Charlie that Charlie’s going to die. (He’s right.) A freighter shows up offshore. Jack wants to be rescued, but Locke thinks the island needs them to stay. (He’s right.) The freighter was sent by Desmond’s girlfriend Penny’s dad, who’s kind of a jerk. It blows up. Jack, Sun, Hurley, Sayid, Desmond and Kate escape on a helicopter. It crashes. (They’re O.K.)

**Locke, Sawyer and the rest are left on the island.** Ben goes underground and turns a frozen wheel, which sends the island skipping about in time. The left-behinds end up in 1974 and join Dharma. Locke leaves the island via the frozen wheel. (It is confusing) He finds Jack. Jack doesn’t want to return. Locke is murdered by Ben. Jack changes his mind. The Losties return to the island, but some end up in 1977, where they find their friends. They detonate a hydrogen bomb to alter time and stop their original plane crash from happening. (It is confusing.) The Losties are back in 2004. The plane does not crash. But they are also in 2007. Still on the island. In a parallel timeline! (It is confusing) Locke comes back to life. Except he is really the Man in Black, who has lived on the island with his brother Jacob for a really, really long time. (He is also the smoke monster.) Locke, who is not Locke, tricks Ben into killing Jacob. Jacob, who is maybe a ghost, tells Jack that the catastrophe are “prophesied.”

Here two examples of using typography to create structure in different ways. The Time magazine article about TV series Lost uses boldface and yellow highlighting to place emphasis on parts of the text. The “contributors” page of InStyle magazine, on the other hand, uses typographic consistency in order NOT to place emphasis on any of names, establishing therefore a parallelism, which gives every name the same value.
“— Look Mr. Carter, here is a three-column headline in The Chronicle. Why hasn’t the Inquirer a three-column headline?
— The news wasn’t big enough.
— Mr. Carter… if the headline is big enough, it makes the news big enough.”

Dialogue from the movie Citizen Kane, directed by Orson Welles in 1941

The design of newspapers and magazines consists of arranging text and images on a page to transmit information according to editorial and graphical guidelines and goals.

Journalism is often attached to the words “facts” and “neutrality”, and one of the biggest assets a newspaper can have is credibility. Nevertheless, one fact can be told in many different ways. The selection of photographs, for instance, can establish unspoken connections between image and content. The overall arrangement places emphasis in certain parts of the story. Typography, as seen in the previous chapter, gives personality to content: authority, credibility, modernity, freshness, tradition.

Design critic Rick Poynor, during a lecture given at the MFA Design as Author program in the School of Visual Arts in 2006, commented on journalism:

“Journalism reports impersonally. (…) I wouldn’t say objectively, because, you know, we are not naive… we know that total objectivity is impossible to achieve. But we do know that journalism can concentrate on the facts. It can present those facts in a fairly neutral way without any commentary of any kind. Of course, the selection of facts is loaded, you could say, and it is also true that you can report the same news story any number of different ways, depending on your readership and its perceived requirements and interests. That is one of the first things you are taught as journalist: how you do that, take the same basic information and present it in a different order, with different emphasis for different audiences.”
BUILDING AN IMAGE
—What kind of newspaper is this?

The graphical style is one component of the whole editorial style of a newspaper. The style guides are a set of standards for the writing and design of the newspaper. Since newspapers are frequently made by a large team, a style guide is crucial to ensure the consistency throughout the publication. Design guidelines for newspapers are usually very meticulous, detailing every layout aspect, like typefaces, column widths, and line spacing.

The guidelines help to construct the newspaper’s image. The use of typography, information graphics, photography and graphic design in general play an important role in building a character for the publication. Although most newspapers seek a credible image, this credibility can be accompanied by different sets of characteristics. Some publications aim at a traditional tone, while others want to look modern and dynamic. While some newspapers have a text-based approach, others are based in graphics, photographs, quotations, bullets, colors. It can be argued that the former is made for reading, while the latter is made for looking.

The text-based newspaper uses expository writing to construct a broad argument. The viewer needs time and absorption to go through the content and consider the evidences. The predominance of text might grant an authority to the newspaper and to the author, which makes the argument stronger and the newspaper more credible.

The image-based newspaper processes the information, delivering a “pre-chewed” story to the reader. The infographics, as previously discussed, imply a point-of-view, but carry an aura of objectivity, free of any opinion. The headlines, bullets, quotation and images direct the reading.

Below: two daily newspapers from Germany. Frankfurter Allgemeine is text-based, with a clear use of grid, conveying an image of tradition, seriousness and in-depth coverage and analysis. Bild, on the other hand, prefers strong images and eye-catching headlines in multiple sizes and treatments, expressing an idea of quick-reading entertainment and superficial coverage and analysis.
Above: The New York Times, from the United States, uses old-style design elements to convey an image of tradition. The Times keeps its overall look since its beginning, making only small changes from time to time. The last one, in 2003, implemented Cheltenham as the main typographic family. Tom Bodkin, assistant managing editor and design director of The Times, declared that their goal with the change was to “enhance legibility and bring a more orderly look to the pages while preserving the ability to convey a clear hierarchy of news values. We wanted to appear traditional but less old-fashioned.”

On the next page: Portugal’s i takes the opposite approach. Instead of building its credibility through a traditional look, the Portuguese paper invests in modern-looking features for a digital-era audience. Peter Preston, who was editor of the Guardian for 20 years, called i the newspaper of the future, and “one of the world’s most innovative (and immediately successful) papers.”

2 (Preston 2009)
The overall image of a newspaper is a sum of many factors, such as editorial style, use of images, typography, and infographics.

These examples present different styles of graphic elements found in three newspapers, showing how the visual choices take part in building the overall image. This page: USA Today (United States). Previous page: The Guardian (United Kingdom) at the top and Bild (Germany) at the bottom.
With its colorful graphs and maps, USA Today is recognized as an image-based newspaper. It was seen as a considerable change from traditional newspaper design, as seen in papers such as Wall Street Journal and The New York Times.

Since USA Today saw the competition as being the television, instead of traditional papers, it used a highly visual approach to attract readers, adapting the television look and rhythm to printed press. USA Today believes the reader has less and less time, and therefore the information should be quickly accessible and digested. The facts need not only to be accurate, but also fun. The news is enveloped in an entertainment cover.

The in-depth analysis of facts one can encounter in a traditional newspaper is replaced by a simple one-dimensional presentation of information.

“Many of USA Today’s graphics illustrate the tension between journalistic ideals of objectivity and the sometimes conflicting demands for entertainment, “human interest,” and decoration. Although statistics are not willfully misrepresented in the information graphics of USA Today, the treatment of them as info-toons discourages the sustained analysis this mode of communication can offer. One of the virtues of information graphics is that, unlike narrative forms, they may be read analytic from different vantage points, yielding different insights. Yet in the case of many of USA Today’s graphics, the multiple content of data is tied to one simplistic image, which typically indicates only the broadest message of the data, such as rise/fall, few/many. The pictorial devices used in the graphics counterproductively anchor the data to one dominant narrative."

When it came out, it looked really frivolous in comparison to traditional newspapers. Today, next to tabloids like National Enquirer and Bild, USA Today looks more and more serious.

1 Lupton and Miller, Design writing research: writing on graphic design 1999 p. 152
Even inside a newspaper there are different sections that require different tones. The politics section doesn’t look like the arts or entertainment section. There is the need to use different graphic styles, while still maintaining the overall style and character of the newspaper.

Two spreads from the same edition of The Guardian. While the first one is the literary review section, heavily text-based; the second is the family section, using a more dynamic layout, with graphical elements such as pull quotes, maps and cut-out pictures.
Newspapers usually have broader audiences than magazines. Since they are often dealing with restricted fields of information—in contrast to the newspapers’ wide spectrum—, magazines have more stylistic freedom. Magazines are expected to transmit opinions. Graudon Carter, editor of Vanity Fair magazine wrote that “it could fairly be said that newspapers tell you about the world, and that magazines, the best ones, tell you about their world—and by association, your world.”

1 (American Society of Magazine Editors 2006) p.ix
ETHICS
—Non-neutral ≠ non-accurate

It is important to stress here the difference between the rhetorical approach and the unethical distortion. The argument of this work is that nothing is neutral in graphic design, since every design aspect influences the perception of the content. But lack of objectivity does not mean lack of accuracy. Facts can be communicated in different ways while still being truthful.

Since technology had made enhancement so easy, it is essential for the press to be vigilant in order to avoid distortion. Newspapers and magazines often have a set of ethical guidelines that help in keeping articles accurate and fair. These ethical guidelines, however, are almost entirely about the writing of the text. When mentioning design, it usually refers only to the use of photographs. The New York Times, on their Guidelines on integrity¹, set some ethical standards for the use of images:

“Images in our pages that purport to depict reality must be genuine in every way. No people or objects may be added, rearranged, reversed, distorted or removed from a scene (except for the recognized practice of cropping to omit extraneous outer portions). Adjustments of color or gray scale should be limited to those minimally necessary for clear and accurate reproduction, analogous to the “burning” and “dodging” that formerly took place in darkroom processing of images. Pictures of news situations must not be posed. In the cases of collages, montages, portraits, fashion or home design illustrations, fanciful contrived situations and demonstrations of how a device is used, our intervention should be unmistakable to the reader, and unmistakably free of intent to deceive. Captions and credits should further acknowledge our intervention if the slightest doubt is possible."

The Society for News Design developed its Code of Ethical Standards² in 2006, which addresses some issues, but on a superficial level, without any detailing or examples. Newspapers still need to recognize and understand better the ethical issues of graphic design, in order to develop sets of graphic ethical standards as thorough as the graphic layout guidelines.

“Lying graphics cheapen the graphical art everywhere. Since the lies often show up in news reports, millions of images are printed. When a chart on television lies, it lies tens of millions of times over; when a New York Times chart lies, it lies 900,000 times over to a great many important and influential readers.”³

Edward Tufte

¹ http://www.nytimes.com/company/business_units/integrity.html
² http://www.snd.org/about/code-of-ethics/
³ (Tufte, The Visual Display of Quantitative Information 2001) p.76
One way to minimize a subject is to emphasize the trivial, ignoring the important. This example shows two possible page layouts for the same article, about safety in the dwarfs mine. The first one uses a pie chart to compare “days with accidents” and “days without accidents” in the last 365 days. The information in the chart is that there was one day with accidents and the other 364 days were accident-free. The pie chart emphasizes the accident-free area, for it is much bigger than the thin line representing the day with accidents. The second example, on the other hand, emphasizes the one accident, showing a photograph of victims. While both examples are accurate, viewers can have totally different impressions from each one. While the first one shows an efficiently safe business, backed by the pie chart evidence, the second one appeals to the viewer’s emotions, with the photograph of suffering victims. The message goes from “there was only one accident” to “OH MY GOD! THERE WAS AN ACCIDENT!”

**SAFETY IN THE DWARFS MINE**

**CAUSES FOR MINING ACCIDENTS INCLUDE EXPLOSIONS AND MALFUNCTIONING EQUIPMENT.**

**Accidents in the past 365 days**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Days with no accidents</th>
<th>Days with accidents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1</strong></td>
<td><strong>364</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**The mine’s executives**

Am illan volorezo odolent iustions numsan henibh erilla facilit velis dit landip eros doloboreet, susci tat aliquipissiesselih et nis el et ut aut nulput lore doloror iliquam dolore euis esa facipusto od dip eteri summododole consenih euait auta tat, quipsunman exercillam amnet lupat doloror et, consed et, veliquism deliqui estrad exers alit num et nonese conummodolober ireum nisl ulla feumnny nummodolobor si blaecicis iaciertull liendentin en nim velent euait augait ad min utat. Ut praeed ecter diis ca conummoi lobre magna ilusit wisiu. Duiipsis adipit lutet dolore facip et, commy none consende dolorpero od tem nisli blor in ercips dolenisiss deleiquat aliquip sum-sandre enit, con utat pra iustrad tat praeesssequi tate dolorem quiss-secem qui eum dolori necilla facipiid d’Adhuis furo ta puhium in te, quam, nos omnicis virmund erfeuctold pora verraturn-niious hos consus achica que viri porestrae, nostia co coninhm ici- isqua ommertelumad auc terum ia recrum med perfectum qua quam Rommoore aut gratustrue, quam ad commui qua consus auconon dacrisc serfiscena, con viri te aus Ad publis, oponqueue cus? Em tala quiu manulin cierios Catius et; hos caecies.

Mactortabu supersi perfex mac-teresi te futiatiu pratus mun, Catim diissena, mis publicapere pulbing ulissen ilihih. Atus bunsilica ex tra ne priciene deestris patitsement igna, C. Paturorarit quidesimus is ines consus cum inem quitur, cene nesis vagit faudem in sedecsici prem ig-natum si corum terorum in duc-erri tiquam medi, si cireies aris satum prio, nouus virviv irioru-dam ime confeit eatici sent. Mo verisse ndanquit; num is vem. Vemus;Namdir-facipem recipios hos sescit;Namdir. Modiem manteionte quam ex senati ponsicio nsiga L. Fui patiu mentum num operado cum is, que inat, nerteti morat, ca; nos italbemortes C. Maeadem, ut C. Senatit iiliae dieo patime norator uidamen ales nihiilont a.
These front pages are all from the same day: January 14, 2010. The previous day, Haiti suffered an earthquake, resulting in one of the biggest tragedies in the world’s recent history. The obvious choice for most newspapers around the world was to use dramatic images of injured people, destroyed houses and even severed corpses. On the other page: Spain’s Público, USA’s express, Chicago Sun-Times, New York Post, and Chicago Tribune, and Austria’s Kleine Zeitung.

Other newspapers, like Spanish El Punt, chose different approaches. Below, El Punt’s front page, not using pictures, but only text, with a headlines that reads “An earthquake in Haiti results in 100,000 dead and missing people.”
Brazil’s Jornal de Santa Catarina showed a picture of Zilda Arns, deceased in the earthquake, along with a quotation from her: “To love is to make the other better.” One of the headlines below the quotation calls viewers to an inside page, where a chart explains how the earthquake was formed.

Colombia’s La República shows images from the destruction, but only distant photos of buildings, instead of suffering people. Next to the photographs, there is a map showing the location of the main buildings and labels with their destruction status.
The use photographs can also increase the impact of information graphics. The charts appeal to reason, while photographs appeal to emotions, creating a stronger message.

In this example, a chart shows the decrease in income suffered by the Munchkins during the reign of the Wicked Witch of the East. The first chart stands alone with a headline, while the other one shows a dirty child with a lost look. The first one has a rational appeal: it is about numbers, about money. The second one uses the emotional appeal of the child. The chart is not about numbers anymore: it is about the children who are starving because of this income decrease.

“The starving child depicted in the photograph must be real, while the statistics could be inaccurate, misleading, or even made up. Therefore, it is rational to place more weight on the one ‘real’ child in the photograph.”

1 (Hill 2004)
The image below was published by magazine *The Economist* as part of an article about the decline of political freedom in some places around the world. Although neither the text of the article nor the charts mention economical matters, the picture of the barefoot child in a poor environment automatically makes a connection between lack of freedom and poverty. Writing it on the text could provoke controversy, and including it in the charts would require data to back it up. Therefore, the inclusion of the photograph produces a meaning without any explicit statement from the authors.

On the opposite page: A chart from *O Diário do Norte do Paraná* shows the number of homicides in the city of Maringá in 2009. The inclusion of the image—depicting a chalk outline—increases the impact of the data. Along with this image, even a chart displaying a vertiginous drop in the number of murders would send a message that the city is dangerous.

The image on the bottom was published by *The Onion*, and deals with security measures MySpace took in order to protect young users. The list gains importance by the addition of the photograph of a small child using a computer. Viewers might make a connection between the depicted child and the children they know. The dangers children can encounter surfing the web is more palpable when we see this little child alone with a computer. What could be just a list becomes a list about the safety of the viewer’s own children.
“We have to remember, however, that these kinds of visual rhetorics are not rhetorical in their own right. Yellow colour, fast editing, round or square shapes or lines, the global form or dipositio of a film, are all elements that acquire their rhetorical significance from the rhetorical discourse which they are a part of.”

Jens E. Kjeldsen

---

1 (Kjeldsen 1999) p. 458
2 (Kinross 1989) p.134

COLOR

“Color is perhaps like music: It can play on our senses. How, we do not quite know. But suddenly we are seduced. And is not this a rhetorical maneuver, in the sense of a set of rules for making information eloquent and more easily understandable, and then – more than this – for sweetening it and slipping it down our throats?”

Robin Kinross

The right use of color is fundamental in the process of communicating information. It is a powerful tool for conveying meaning and attracting attention. Here are some of the roles colors play in information design:

Labeling
Colors can be used to marks items. On a map, for instance, colors can be used to differentiate territories.

Numbering
Different tones of color can represent different values of a variable, like the height on a topographic chart.

Representation
Colors can imitate reality, as in using blue to represent rivers and green, for forests.

Decoration
Color can be used to make graphics more beautiful and attractive.
Emphasis
Color can be used to draw the viewers’ attention to certain parts of the layout. It can highlight some elements over others.

Emotion
Color can be used to convey mood, sensations and concepts, like passion, femininity, masculinity, tranquility, excitement and so on.
**REDUCTION**

“The implicit, rhetorical function of reduction is to suggest that the image has a natural, scientific relationship to its object, as if it were a natural, necessary essence rather than a culturally learned sign.”

Ellen Lupton

Basically, reduction is about breaking things down to the most basic elements necessary for a design to function. It is not only about using the smallest amount of elements possible, but also, for example, using flat images instead of perspective and black and white instead of colors.

1 (Lupton, Reading Isotype 1989) p.152

---

Viewers can associate reduction and simplicity with neutrality and objectivity. So, can it be that the fewer decorative elements a layout has, the less opinion and intention it carries?

As previously discussed, looking neutral comes from an intention to look neutral. Reduction is a tool for graphic designers to achieve the “neutral” look.

“Less is more”

Mies van der Rohe

“Less, but better”

Dieter Rams

---

Reduction for a “neutral” look: Germany’s newspaper *Frankfurter Allgemeine* and Credit Suisse annual report using white spaces and lack of ornaments in order to achieve an image of accuracy and objectivity.

CONSISTENCY

The repetition of elements (and style of elements) creates visual consistency. For example, having headlines always in the same size, same color, same typeface; or navigation buttons always in the same area of a website. It constructs an image of logic and order, increasing the credibility of a piece.

“(…) rhetorically, stylistic consistency gives the effect of an ordered, self-sufficient “language”. The repetition of line weights, shapes, boldness, and detail suggests the presence of a logically developed system, a uniform language of visual forms. (…) Stylistic consistency works semantically as the level of connotation, not denotation (projecting an image of grammatical coherence rather than functioning as a logical, linguistic rule). Consistency helps a set of pictures read as signs, as information markers rather than ornaments.”

Ellen Lupton

Consistency makes viewers feel at home. They can learn how the layout “works”, and predict the next elements. Edward Tufte comments about consistency applied to information design:

“Each part of a graphic generates visual expectations about its other parts and, in the economy of graphical perception, these expectations often determine what the eyes sees. Deception results from incorrect extrapolation of visual expectations generated at one place on the graphic to other places. A scale moving in regular intervals, for example, is expected to continue its march to the very end in a consistent fashion, without the muddling or trickery of non-uniform changes. (…) The confounding of design variation with data variation over the surface of a graphic leads to ambiguity and deception, for the eye may mix up changes in the design with changes in the data. A steady canvas makes for a clearer picture. The principle is, then: Show data variation, not design variation.”

Edward Tufte

1 (Lupton, Reading Isotype 1989) p.154
2 (Tufte, The Visual Display of Quantitative Information 2001) p.60-1

The BP 2008 annual report uses color, typography and graphic elements consistently throughout the publication.
FRAMING (IMAGE)

The framing corresponds to the supposed distance between the camera and the subject, the camera position, angles, the limits of the image. A wide horizontal view of a landscape can convey distancing, lack of involvement; while a close-up creates proximity an exposure of the subject.

For example, a news article about war casualties can show the bombed field with its burned trees, smoke and destroyed buildings, conveying the impression of general destruction, of the magnitude of the attack. The same article, showing close-up pictures of the crying families of the victims, brings a close personal approach to the story, appealing to the emotions of viewers.

“Close-up photos can reveal details that create a different subject. For example, a picture of employees in a section of a busy factory shows viewers only the employees' general size and apparel; the picture makes a statement about the factory. A close-up showing the face and hands of one particular employee, however, tells a story about a person, inviting us through the details shown to speculate about his or her conditions and feelings.”

1 (Allen 1996) p.89

British American Tobacco 2009 annual report uses photographs of happy people with close framing in order to make it personal and bring some positivity into their product, often related to addiction and disease.
FRAMING (AROUND THE SUBJECT)

Placing a border around a subject adds shape and structure, establishing relations between the enclosed items. It is an easy way to relate contents visually, without having to openly declare that they are connected.

When an image has white space around it, it can be perceived differently than when it bleeds the page. The “bleeding” images are those that extend beyond the edge of the printed page. Their borders are the same borders of the page. The framing looks accidental, as if the image was bigger than the page. The image goes beyond the page in the mind of the viewers, who can complete the image mentally. It feels like a snapshot, a part of reality.

The image surrounded by a frame of white space, on the other hand, looks completed. The framing looks intentional. It invites the viewer not to complete it, but to focus on it, to explore its depth. It feels more like a representation of reality.

MOVEMENT

Much feeling is conveyed in the experience of movement. Dynamic and static layouts make different impressions on the viewer. The movement of the composition can lead the eyes of the viewer, and the way content is related to the dynamics of page contributes to the way it is perceived.

“Lines, colours, patterns... carry the viewers where it will.”

1 (Buchanan 1989) p.103
PROXIMITY

When elements are positioned close together, they are likely to be seen as a group. Even if they have different sizes, colors, shapes, and so on, they will look like a group because of the proximity.

On a layout, elements that are perceived as a visual group might be seen as part of a meaning group as well. For instance, images which are placed together can be seen as being close in meaning, even if they belong to different topics. By seeing different pictures of people in proximity, the viewer understands that those people have something in common, that they are connected somehow, even if there is no text stating so.

SIMILARITY

If elements are similar to each other, they tend to be perceived as a group. They can be similar in any character, such as size, color, texture, value, shape, and so forth. If there is an element which differs from the others, it is emphasized, since it is seen as not belonging to the group.

Like in the principle of proximity, elements which are perceived as a visual group by similarity are seen as a group in meaning as well. Similar elements even if spread apart can be seen as belonging to the same category of meaning. For instance, headlines and titles sharing some characteristics such as typeface, weight, size, and color throughout a publication can be identified as belonging to the same hierarchy level even if not seen side-by-side.

COMPOSITION

The arrangement of the elements on the visual field is a fundamental rhetorical device. The placement of elements contributes to the way they are perceived. There are different informational values in the different zones of the image: top, bottom, left, right, center and margin.

From People magazine (United States):
The proximity of the “I am not a victim” pull quote and the photograph with a distant look and placid facial expression makes the argument stronger.
Graphic designers can apply the principle of similarity to certain elements in order to communicate them as connected. In the example below, the word “traitor” in the headline is highlighted with the same color as the border of a picture of Snape. Viewing the word and the red border in the same spread, the viewer can infer that this person is the traitor, even if this is not declared in the article.

There is a TRAITOR in Hogwarts!

Professor Dumbledore makes strong accusations and points to fellow teacher.

This example shows the principle of proximity, where elements seem connected in meaning if placed close together. The photographs of McGonagall and Snape are placed together at the top of the page, while Lupin’s photograph is placed close to the headline. Who looks suspicious this time?
“Would you tell me, please, which way I ought to go from here?’

‘That depends a good deal on where you want to get to,’ said the Cat.”


“Many designers believe that information can be presented without ever referring to modes of persuasion. Yet all communication, no matter how spare and simple, has meaningful stylistic qualities which exceed the stated “content” of a message. Consequently, the question that designers must face relates not to persuasion or the lack of it, but rather to the intentions behind it. In other words: designers cannot avoid discussing the moral issue; they must question the ends of design, to ensure that the work disseminated does not persuade its public for undesirable ends.”

Hanno Ehses & Ellen Lupton

Graphic design can be described as the act of arranging elements on a surface in order to communicate a message. The same message can be communicated in different ways, using different elements, and different arrangements. The graphic designer has innumerable typefaces, colors, signs, layout compositions to choose from. And these decisions made during the design process are going to define how the message is communicated to the viewers. Therefore it is necessary to incorporate rhetorical thinking in this process. Designer should keep the intended meanings in mind in every step. When choosing a typeface, a color, the format of a page—all of this influences the way the content is perceived.

From the initial talks with clients/publishers/etc, the designer should learn the purpose of the project. The goals to be achieved will be the basis to answer every question that comes up during the design process. The first ones are those about the core of the project:
What image should the pieces project? How should the content be perceived by the audience? What is the communication objective? What is the message? What story should the piece tell? What is the desired outcome?

Doing extensive research on the project topic is the next step to answer those questions. In order to convey a concept efficiently, it is necessary to know your viewers. Gathering and analyzing information about the target audience allows the designer to make conscious decisions. Audiences can be defined not only by gender, age, and geographical origin, but also by many different aspects. The piece can be directed to broad audiences like “Europeans” or “People with access to internet anywhere in the world”; but also to more specific audiences like “bicycle engineers”, “mothers with more than three children”, “owners of cats”, “local politicians”, and so on. Which conventions are understood by this audience? How do they respond to certain issues? The lack of good comprehension about the audience usually leads to ineffective and even harmful communication.

“A baby food range was introduced in Africa with the same advertising as used in the United States, showing a cute baby on the label. The company was not aware that the practice at the time was, for images on food products in parts of Africa with low literacy levels, to show the contents on the label. The products were withdrawn and relaunched with more appropriate labeling.”

After the research and analysis phase, designers are ready for the definition stage. This is the time for planning the future steps thoroughly. What is going to be designed? What will be the format? In which media will it be applied? Which will be the tone of the project?

One of the aspects to be defined then is the content. When it comes to selection: What should viewers see? What should be omitted? Which part of the content would assist/harm the project’s goals?

Emphasis: Which parts of the content should be emphasized/unnderstated? Is this what should draw the viewers’ attention? What do you want the viewers to remember the most?

Accuracy: Is the content accurately represented? How can the design distort or support accurate perception?

Association: Which parts of the content should appear connected to others? Which parts should be clearly disassociated? How does the grouping of content assist/harm the project’s goals?

Once the content is structured, the development phase is often the next. In this stage, there is the selection, design and arrangement of graphic elements, such as colors, typography, icons, symbols, and so on. These elements should be in tune with the goals of the project, and in accordance with the target audience.

All of these methods of invention develop a rhetorical relationship between the designer and the reader in which the designer constantly anticipates how the reader will interpret conventional elements in a given document. The report designer who selects, adapts, and integrates convention for displaying data about the company’s performance must anticipate how each decision affects the reader’s interpretation.2

The development phase presents specific questions for different aspects of graphic design:

**PROCESS OF INFORMATION DESIGN**

—What kind of diagram, chart or map is best suited for this data?

Besides the target audience and the purpose of the piece, the selection of data display also depends on the data themselves. Different kinds of data require different kinds of displays. Connecting the kind of data, the information about the viewers and the purpose of the piece, the designer can decide which kind of data display tells that story more efficiently.

Is it the goal to show change over time?

*Line charts* are suited for presenting data when the variable plotted along the x-axis has more than four or five data points and is

---

1 From the brochure I want to… adapt my brand, communications and packaging for an overseas audience from the UK Trade & Investment (March 2008)
2 (Hasset and Kostelnick 2003) p.72
continuous, like time, distance or temperature, for example. It is therefore appropriate for presenting trends in a series over time. The angle of the line allows viewers to see the direction of the trends in a glance.

If, however, the goal is to emphasize quantity at a few discrete—discontinuous—times, then bar/column charts may be more appropriate. The bars can be presented as both vertical and horizontal, but since viewers naturally associate the passing of time with left-to-right movement, vertical bars are the most efficient.

Is it the goal to compare items at one point in time?
Since it deals with discontinuous data, this situation calls for bar/column charts. These charts are usually the best way to compare items.

When the purpose is to establish an order of value, the use horizontal bars can be more efficient, because viewers relate the top-to-bottom to rankings.

Is it the goal to compare parts of a whole?
Pie charts are often used for showing shares of a whole, but bar charts can sometimes be more efficient for this purpose. Pie charts are more effective for comparing one share with the whole, while bar charts compare values among shares—and between different data sets—more clearly.

Chart from GOOD magazine, displaying the results of a study about how happy people said they were (on average) over the last 30 years in different countries.

GOOD, April, 2010

On the next page: a page from the Fraport 2009 annual report showing pie charts. The thin line against a photographic background fits the style of the publication, but it compromises the clarity of the data.
PROCESS OF DESIGNING A MAP

What is the subject of this map? What kind of information it displays? What should it be used for? Is this map supposed to show the route to a specific place? Or should it show the location of an item? Is it a topographic map? What questions should this map be able to answer? Who will be using it and under what circumstances? Will it be read from a distance or closely?

What is the purpose of this map? What is the argument it promotes? What should it be stating clearly? How can this map assist/harm the project’s goal? What story should this map be telling?

What is the tone of this map? How can the map build an image for itself? How is its “voice”? Should it be technical? Funny? Attractive? Is the audience technically knowledgeable? How to improve the map’s credibility with this audience?

Which projection assists/helps the project goal? Equidistant? Equal-area? Shape-preserving?

How much information can be edited out? What is really relevant? What is indispensable? Is the project goal assisted by adding or subtracting information?

Which graphical elements—such as titles, legends, symbols, colors and so on—should the map show? Which elements assist/harm the project goals?

What is the hierarchy of information in this map? What should be emphasized? What should be in the center/margins? What should be larger/smaller than the rest? How can the colors put information in the foreground/background? How can line thickness be changed to assist/help the project goals?

PROCESS OF SELECTING TYPEFACE

How has the company/institution in charge of the piece worked with typography before? Which typefaces have been used? What image have they built? Is the intention to change/keep the image?

How does the target audience relate to certain typefaces? What typefaces have been used in pieces directed to this audience? In which circumstances they were used?

What tone should the typeface express? Should the typeface convey seriousness, objectivity, or humor? Classic and traditional or modern and innovative?

“Even in the astonishing world of the computer and the simulation machine, it must be remembered that, at least initially, it is we who will give them a program. (…). It is up to us to decide what we want.”

Paul and Ann Rand

1 (Rand and Rand 1999) p.143
GRAPHIC DESIGN IS NEVER NEUTRAL
—And that ain’t bad

“A message must be convincing. Every visual communication has a persuasive metacommunicational component, something that convinces the observer that it is worthwhile spending time on it, and that it is believable.”

Every communication is rhetorical. Graphic design is communication. Graphic design is always rhetorical.

What may not be clear to graphic designers sometimes is that this lack of neutrality is not harmful to the integrity of their work. It can be that sometimes rhetoric is mistaken for distortion, and lack of neutrality is mistaken for lack of principles. But being accurate and fair does not require being neutral.

By acknowledging that they must make rhetorical decisions, designers take greater control over the meaning expressed by their work. Since some meaning will be perceived anyway, it is the designers’ responsibility to take charge and conduct the process.

“(…) the ideal of the value-free design is a dangerous myth. In fact all design solutions carry a bias, either explicit or implicit. The more honest designers acknowledge their biases openly rather than manipulate their audiences with assurances of universal “truth” and purity.”

Each graphic element carries information and incorporates decisions. Type size, line spacing, color, framing: every decision taken by the graphic designer during the creative process influences the perception of the message. The goal of this project is not to establish a set of rules or a formula for controlling the perception of viewers, since there are no such things. The hope is that, after observing some examples of visual rhetoric, designers can be more attentive and incorporate rhetorical deliberation and more conscious decisions in their everyday creative routine.

“Most introductory graphic design courses are based on abstract formal exercises inherited from the Bauhaus and the classic Basel school projects. The detachment problem begins here. These projects either deal with completely abstract form—point, line, and plane, for instance—or they remove imagery from context. The Basel graphic translation projects, so effective in training a keen formal sense, unfortunately use a process of abstractional analysis, thereby stripping imagery of its encoding symbolism. (…) Divorcing design form from content or context is a lesson in passivity, implying that graphic form is something separate and unrelated to subjective values or even ideas. The first principle is that all graphic projects must have content.”

1 (Frascara 1997) p.15
2 (McCoy 1997) p.215
3 (Mccoy 1997) p.217
“The White Rabbit put on his spectacles. ‘Where shall I begin, please your Majesty?’ he asked.

‘Begin at the beginning,’ the King said gravely, ‘and go on till you come to the end: then stop.’”


The research for this work included reading books, searching the internet, having conversations with colleagues and professors, observing media and remembering personal experiences.

The collection of material started from the selection of the topic, and the selection of initial readings, from which new references came for further readings, and so on. Research on the internet included the gathering of articles written by specialists in the fields of graphic design, semiotic and art, among others. The internet was also a big source for bibliographical references, mainly through Google Books. From discussions with fellow graphic designers, former professors and my advisors for this work, I received precious references for further reading. Observing newspapers, magazines and publications in general, I could study how graphic design elements influence the construction of meaning.

After the gathering of material, it was time to analyze it. After the reading of texts, there was a selection and analysis of the most pertinent content. From this analysis, there was reflection on the subject, and then production of more content, through writing and editing.

In the book, the content follows a main text flow, with occasional boxes, which work like “extended parenthesis”, exploring some subjects further.
ICONOGRAPHY
—images

Since the content deals with visual rhetoric, it was necessary to have images accompanying the text, in order to construct stronger arguments. The use of real life examples for the discussed situations brings credibility to the work. Newspapers, magazines, books and annual reports were examined and the adequate examples were digitalized or collected from the internet. The selection of iconography aimed at diversity of origin and style, in order to show different possibilities of graphic communication.

New examples were also produced specifically for this work, in order to exemplify some of the discussed rhetorical devices. For the purpose of consistency, all the produced examples had the same overall theme. This way, it could be clearer, when the example was produced for this work, or when it came from a real life source.

The chosen theme for the designs was Children Tales, using characters and situations from children’s books Snow White and the seven dwarfs, Cinderella, The Wizard of Oz, Alice in Wonderland and Harry Potter, which are well-known in the Western world.

Using a children’s book theme for information graphics, maps and newspaper pages is a rupture from the way these stories are usually visualized, which can create impact from unfamiliarity. Viewers usually have an opinion about real life topics like politics or social issues, which could jeopardize the perception of the examples, but a playful theme is less likely to meet viewers’ prejudice. After all, who hates Cinderella?

The examples were designed based on the discussed content. After content analysis, sketches were produced, and then the designs were developed using Adobe Creative Suite (Illustrator, Photoshop and InDesign).

Each new example is accompanied by a set of pictograms, identifying the book where the information comes from.
The format of the book—closed 148x210mm and open 296x210mm—was chosen with the production means in mind, and also the practicality and mobility.

The grid consists of one column for text and an extension for accommodating pictures. The inside margins are bigger than the outside margins, because of the binding.

The colors used for type are black and blue. The main text uses black type against a white background.

For the boxes, there is black type against a blue background. The quotes are written in blue.

The captions are written in black type against a blue background.

In the main text, emphasis of selected parts is achieved by using a bright yellow highlight for the higher level of emphasis, and dotted blue underline for the lower level. In the boxes, the highlight is in blue.

The type families used are ITC Charter and Auto.

Bitstream Charter, was designed in 1987 by Matthew Carter. The typeface was designed with the limitations of low- and middle-resolution output devices in mind; hence the squared off serifs and lack of excessive diagonals and curves. ITC bought the Charter designs in 1993. Bitstream retains the right to sell the original designs.

It is suited to the digital printing of this work, and the possible inkjet printing of the online published PDF format. Another reason for using Charter is that it offers small cap and oldstyle figures, making it more versatile and functional.

Auto is family of three fonts with different italic variations, designed by Akiem Helming, Bas Jacobs, and Sami Kortemäki in 2004. Originally designed for a publication and exhibition about Maire Gullichsen and the Pori Art Museum in Finland, the family was expanded to twelve fonts for the 50th anniversary of the Finnish printing house, Salpausselän Kirjapaino Oy. It was chosen one of the “Favorite Fonts of 2004” by Typographica and it was one of the winners of the 2005 Type Directors Club Type Design competition. Auto has character and it is a good sans serif match for Charter.

Charter is used for body copy, headlines, captions and notes, in the main text. Auto is used for body copy and headlines in the boxes.


Brisolara, Daniela Velleda. Design (tipo)gráfico e Semiótica: propo-sição de um modelo analítico e semiótico da tipografia produzida por


Preston, Peter. “Portugal’s new paper points to print’s future.” guardian.co.uk, October 4, 2009.


“Just because something is legible doesn’t mean it communicates; it could be communicating completely the wrong thing. Some traditional book titles, encyclopedias, or many books that young people wouldn’t want to pick up, could be made more appealing. It is mostly a problem of publications sending the wrong message or not a strong enough message. You may be legible, but what is the emotion contained in the message?”

David Carson